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Tired! Well what of that?
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Didst fancy life was spent on beds of ease,
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“NEXT THING TO A GOOD DOCTOR”
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DAYLIGHT SAVING

Ballard’s Golden Oil

STOP

LOOKy LISTEN

PREVENT BEING

KILLED

BY ONCOMING TRAIN

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
SILSBY’S

VALENTINE’S DAY

s

s

I
L
S
B
Y
S

I'
L
S
B
Y
S

BE A SPORT

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

PLAY THE GAME

SILSBY’S

North

w

START
SAVING NOW

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

North National Bank
Rockl and, M aine

EVERYTHING MUSICAL

PIANOS

Ivers & Pond
Merrill
Francis Bacon
McPhail

Accordions, $4 to $100
Auto Harps, $7 to $12
Brief Cases,
$3 to $7
Clarinets,
$35 to 85
Chinese Gongs, $4.50
Cornets,
$15 to $100
Drum Traps $30 to $100
Harmonicas I 5c to $2
Harmonica Holders, 50c

ROCKLAND
AUTOMOBILE

Mandolins,
$4 to $25
Metronomes $4.50 to $7
Music Cases $1.50 to $20
Music Stands $1 to $2.75
Music Rolls $1 to $3.75
Saxophones $85 to $100
Strings, all Instruments
Violins,
Violin Bows
Violin Supplies

POPULAR SHEET MUSIC 20c AND 25c

V. F. Studley Inc.
Tel. 713.

ROCKLAND

283 Main St.

RADIO SHOW
March 18,19,20,21

breeze ?
| Gome, rouse thee! work while It Is called
today!
j Coward, arise! go forth upon thy way!

—At the—

ARCADE

STRAND Me
C

Next Week is our—

The Latest Dark Shell
Frames and Correct Lenses

Only $10.00

ANNIVERSARY
WEEK

U N D A Y dinner—you
have been thinking it
over and wondering what
you could have that would
differ from your former
Sunday dinners. You want
Suggest
to please him?
coming here !
G,t acquainted with •ur
“Bill 0’Fara”

OREL E. DAVIES
301 Main St., Opp Park St.

Three Big Feature Pictures

Newbert’s Cafeteria
Rockland’* Finest Bating Place

BCM

Lonely! Anil what of that ?
Some must he lonely! Tis not given to all
j To feel a heart responsive rise and fall,
j To blend another life into its own.
Work may be done in loneliness. Work on.

Dark! Well, and what of that?
j Didst fondly dream the sun would never
set ?
Dost fear to lose thy way? Take courage
yet !
, i Learn thou to walk by faith and not by sight;
A^^^^nceCaDemand^*2\^^Price^Z^ Thy steps will guided be, and guided right.
J
Hard! Well anil what of that?
Didst fancy life one summer holiday.
With lessons none to learn, and naught but
piay?
(Jo, get thee to thy task 1 Compier or die!
It must bo leami*d! Learn It, then, pa
tiently.

madeCICAR

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER

ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
SUPPLIES
THOUASTON, MAINE
TuAS-tt

No help? Nay, ’Ms not so!
Though human help be far, thy God Is nigh.
Who feeds the ravens, hears His diildren’s
cry.
He’s near thee, wheresoe’er thy footsteps

roam:

And he will guide thee, light thee, help thee

home.

—Author unknown.
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Personally appeared Frank rt. Lyddie who

on oath declares dial lie is pressman In the
olflee of

The Fourier Gazette, uud dial rtf
the Issue of this paper of Feb. 111. 1925,
there was printed a total of 6.451 copies.
Before we.

FILINK II. MIIJ.FR,
Notary Public.

The Lord is the portion of mine in
heritance and of my cup; thou niaintainest my lot. The lines are fallen
unto me it) pleasant places: yea, 1
have a
goodly
heritage.—Psalm
16:5, 6.
A GREAT NEWSPAPER MAN

When \v> opened our copy of the
New York Herald the other day the
thing that struck us of chief interest
was a full page advertisement of the
Philadelphia Public Ledger, display
ing a picture, of the press-room of
that .great modern-day newspaper.
It shows a group of presses, half a
dozen it looks like, each of gigantic
proportions and apparently several
hundred feet in length—though may
be not more than a hundred feet—
comfortably engaged in their daily
congenial task of devouring a forest
of Maine spruce trees. It is a sight
to stir the tdood of a newspaper man
—and it retails an incident.
One day last summer there strolled
into the new offices of The CourierGazette a gentleman who after a
glance around let fall some pleas
ant words of appreciation of the at
tractive appearance of things. In I
the vacation season such calls are
of frequent occurrence, and follow
ing an office custom this gentleman
—he was of distinguished appear
ance—was shown about the premises
by one of our bright young men, who
pointed out to the visitor some of the
features of the establishment which
seemed worthy of consideration.
The gentleman was interested in it
all, in fact appeared to understand
what was being shown him without
the need of an accompanying chart.
As he stood in front of the Duplex
press, through which with a smooth
poetical motion went weaving the
endless chain of paper, he said:
‘That is a fine press- It wmuld
probably interest you to see my
press.”
‘‘What paper is yours?" he was
asked.
“The Philadelphia Ledger," was
the modest reply.
The reader has probably guessed
the name of our visitor, one of the'
world's most distinguished news
paper men—Cyrus H. K. Curtis. The
Public Ledger first found its place
among the chief papers of the coun
try under the ownership of that
noted journalist George W. Childs.
He was a close friend of Charles
Dickens—Dickens gave him the en
tire manuscript of "Our Mutual
Friend"—and the advertisement de
picts that author with his hand on a
lever “starting the press." That was
in 1868, when Dickens was on his
second visit to this country and the
Ledger had just installed a new fourcylinder rotary press, which Dick
ens “dedicated." It would print not
such a great sight more papers an
hour than the new press of The Cou
rier-Gazette turnS out and was a
marvel in that day.
Mr. Curtis never let on that he was
in any degree amused while the
glories of The Courier-Gazette office
were being innocently recommended
to his attention. In point of fact we
don’t believe he was amused—he is
too great a newspaper man to feel
that way toward any other mem
ber of the craft, however humbftHe was interested and frankly 6aid
so.

20% to 50% Discount on Entire Stocks During
Our Great February Sale of Fine Furniture
I HE best time of the year to buy good Furniture for your home is
now, during the February Sale. This event is a different sort
of a sale—it isn’t an affair that has been thrown together on
the spur of the moment, but a carefully planned event for which
months of preparation were necessary. Sale in progress from FEB
RUARY 16th to FEBRUARY 27th.

New suites and odd pieces, selected from the best manufacturers
of this country have been assembled'in this great store and although
xcellent values at regular prices, have been specially priced for this
February Sale. We advise early inspection and slection for although
the stocks are large the values are great and will be sold in a hurry.

A Beautiful French Walnut Suite $142.

II*.
□s mi

French Walnut is the mest beautiful wood known.

□c oo

of this suite is remarkable.

The finish

Bed, Dresser and Chifforobe $142.00

This Beautiful 3-piece Velour Suite $119.

Genuine Walnut Dining Room Suite $98.

Very soft deep springs. All backs covered with same material.
Tassels on all afms. Construction guaranteed. Your choice of
b.'ue, brown cr taupe. This suite would sell for ................. $225.00

This beautiful Queen Anne Walnut Suite is great value. A
suite you would be proud to own. Dining Table, Buffet, China
Closet and Six Chairs ........ _............ ........................................... $98.00

FREE! FREE!

SPECIALS

A Porcelain Kitchen
Tabla and White Stool
with every

EVERY DAY

M.

These recent demonstrations tow
ard maintaining channels of traffic
against the assaults of midwinter
snows are only the beginning of a
system which we expect to see made
practical along all main lines of
travel. The world is too completely
readapted to conditions established
by the automobile to be able to get
along for three or four months in
the year without that modern engine
of traffic.

Now it is the Bangor Chamber of
Commerce which is moving to follow
the example of ltockiand in the open
ing of a Community Chest. We can
heartily recommend our up-river
neighbor to go ahead.

If that bill goes through and
Rockland next summer should wish
to change its clocks to daylight sav
ing time, it would become a criminal.
We believe the bill is unconstitu

FREE! FREE!
A handsome Oak Kit
chen
Cabinet, value
$45, or a high grade
9x12 Axminster Rug,
with every

Glenwood

Furnace
DURING THIS SALE

Handsome Oak Dining Suite...

$58.00

This Handsome 100-piece Set.. $19.98

A solid oak suite that will please you. The table extends to
Six feet, the chairs have genuine leather seats. Buffet has
linen drawer and plate mirror. Table, buffet fnd six chairs

----- - ------------- —..................... - >58.00

Another set, regular $32. value, Semi-China; now

Imported China Set, 100 pieecs, req. value $45.; now

V

Dozens of others from $12.50 up
—k-----------------------------------------

EVERY RUG IN OUR IMMENSE STOCK MARKED DOWN
Regular
Genuine Kerrr.anshaw, 9x12...........................$
Roxbury Seamless Axminster, 9x12 ...........
Heavy Axminster, 9x12 ............................
Smith's Axminster, 9x12 ..........................
Smith'3 Axminster, 8x10
Smith's Axminster, 8x10
Smith's Axminster, 8x10

Price
99.00
75.00
69.50
49.50
50.00
54.00

Sale Price
$69.CO
59.C0
49.00
39.00
43.98
37.98
24.98

B

Hundreds of Small Rugs, from 98c up

A BREAKFAST SET YOU

BIG DISCOUNTS IN BEDDING

WILL ADMIRE

Just the thing for the small
dining room or the modern kit
chen. Can be had in many
finishes and built strong and
sturdy to give satisfaction for
many years.
Unfinished, similar to illustra
tion ....................................... $17.25
Enameled In gray, blue deco
rations ................................. $23.25

This outfit consists of a 2-in. post Bed, high grade Spring and
nice Mattress, regular price $26.50; now .....................

$ 18.49

Genuine $30. Silk Flass Mattress, all sizes; high grade Tick;

now

>21.98
>29.98

..... ......... ........... ............. a..... >19.00

All Cstton Mattress, nice Tick, comfortable and durable.
Regular value is $14.50; now ............ ................................
50 of our regular $3.59 Springs; now ............................

>9.98
>4.98

LINOLEUM AND
GOLD-SEAL RUGS

Gold-Seal Art Rugs

3000 yards of Genuine Arm
strong Linoleum Less Than
Usual Cost
Good Heavy Inlaid Patterns
for Living Room or Kitchen.
Regular price $1.75; now $1.39
Genuine Heavy Printed Lino
leum, dozens of patterns.
Regular price $1.10; new 79c

Regular
Sale
Price
Pries
9x12 ............$18.00............$11.49
9x10-6 ....
15.75.............. 10.09
9x9 ............. 13.50............ 9.29
7-6x9 ......... 11.25............ 6.49
6x9 .............
9.00............ 5.98
Every One New and Perfect

Beautiful New Patterns

REFRIGERATOR
MARK-DOWNS
Buy your Refrigerator now;
it is only a few weeks before
you will need it.
Solid Oak, 85 lbs. ice capacity;
regular value $23; now $19.50
Solid Oak, 100 lbs. ice capacity;
reg. value $30; now ....... $22.50
Solid Oak, 125 lbs. ice capacity;
reg. value $32.50; now ....$24.37
Many others equally good

Blankets and Comforters from $2.98, $3.49, $3.58 and up

(ft

TWIN BEDS
Many styles to
choose from.
$9.98 up

ODD CHAIRS
Hundreds
of
styles frorr^
uo

DAVENPORTS
Several odd pieces
at
Very Low Prices

BRASS BEDS
Every Brass Bed
cut to One-half
the regular price

BURPEE

LIBRARY
TABLES
Mahogany and
Walnut
$11.98 un

FOUR POSTER
BEDS
Mahogany
$22.12

FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

tional.

Maple saX already flowing in Ver
mont puts its seal of approval upon
the recent commendable action of tile
ground hog.

AT 10:00 A.
MONDAY
Bridge Lamps
$8.29
TUESDAY
Blankets ............. $3.98
WEDNESDAY
To be announced later
THURSDAY
•Tea Kettles ..... $1.19
FRIDAY
Cups and Saucers 15c
SATURDAY
Tabourets .............. 89c
MONDAY
Pictures ............... 98c
TUESDAY
3 Fold Screens ... $2.98
WEDNESDAY
Smoke Stands ..... 79c
THURSDAY
Card Tables ....... $1.89

Try =?i

Glenwood Range

RUGS
In a highly businesslike fashion
the laymen of the Universalist
Church are going about the business
of raising a million dollars to* rebuild
its mission in Japan, pension minis
ters and construct a memorial
church in Washington. Moreovei
they purpose raising $200,000 a year
for five years to he used in welfare
work without regard to creed, race
or color. This is all highly com
mendable work, in which we are
confident the ltockiand church of
that denomination will take an ac
tive part.

i

■ -r^'4-

TEA WAGONS
Mahogany

*

$28.50

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EENTS
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb 14—Thomaston, Valentine dance by
Parent-Teacher Association.
Feb. 17—Feature play "Mah Jong” at
L’nlversalist vestry."
F6b 18—Last entertainment of Royal Ly
ceum course, High School benefit.
Feb. 18—‘Mouthy meeting of Baptist Men’s
League.
Feb. 18—Annual Coffee Party of St. Ber-_
nard’s Parish In Knights of Columbus hall."
Feb. 2b—Chamber of Commerce banquet
and open forum at 6.30f Thorndike Hotel
1). T. Hersey, speaker
Ftb 20— Metliebesec Club meets at the
Copper Kettle.
Feb 20—(7.15)—Address by Rev. Herbert
F Milligan, of Portland, on “Our American
ism,” at Methodist vestry, auspices Wo
man’s Educational Club
Feb. 22—Washington’s birthday.
Feb. 23 Forty Club luncheon, 12 o’clock
Thorndike (.Till.
Feb 23-28- Portland Auto Show.
Feb 23-28 Conununity Fair at Arcade.
Feb. 21 Camden, Board ol Trade ban
quet, Rev. (’. A. Knickerbocker, speaker.
Feb 25- Lent begins.
Feb. 25—Fourth Quarterly Conference, M.
E church
March 2 Lady Knox Chapter 1). A. R.
meets with Mrs Grace Black, Talbot avenue.
March 2 Fuller-Cobb-Davls "Red Letter
Ball’’ Community Fair.
March
6 -Camden—“A Pair of Sixes”
benefit District Nursing Association.
Mandi 6
(7.15)—Address by Rev. John
M. Arters, of South Portland, Methodist
vestry, ausuicei Woman’s Educational Club*
March 13—Child Guest day, Rubinstein
Club
March 17 St. Patrick’s Day
March 18-21-Rockland Automobile Show at
the Arcade
March 18 19—State Convention of D. A.R
in Bangor.
March 21—First day of spring.
March 21 Young Folks* convention at
Methodist church, Rockland.
March 34. April 1-3—'Farmers’ Week at the
College of Agriculture.
April 3- Rockport—“Clieer
Up Chad,”
auspices of DumaJquas class of Baptist S. S.
at Union hall.
April 12- Easter Sunday.
April 22-27—Annual conference of Metho
dist Episcopal Churches in Augusta.

Only
Fair.

two weeks
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I-ouls Marcus is leaving for Pos
ton tonight oy a business trip.

Claremont Commandery hds a
social conclave Monday night at
the temple for work on ihe Tied Cross
and Malta degrees.

'Strand Theatre observes its sec
ond anniversary next week, with
three notable features, and no in
crease in prices.
•
The Lincoln's Birthday program,
which jras to have been presented by
the Relief Corps Thursday night,
was postponed on account ofxjie had
traveling.
A eheck for $10 has l>egn receiveit
from W. E. Sadler 'OS, toward the
Equipment Fund, New High School.
Mr. Saddler is now located in Water
bury, Conn.

Warren Lodge, I. O. (I. F., invades
this city next Monday night for ihe
purpose of working the second de
gree for Knox Lodge. Supper will
he served at 6.30.

“Could have sold fiAr times as
much if 1 had the facilities fur mak
ing it" remarked Ed. Dean of Rock
land Highlands. He had reference
of course, to his famous -isour krout.

Spencer D. Beaton, formerly in
chiirge of the A. & I’, store at the
Nurthend, and previous to that in
the ice business, died last night..
Private funeral services will be held |
Monday afternoon.

Workers for the Alumnae Com
munity Fair will meet at the li. I'.
W. Club tonight for work. It Is
suggested that each person bring
to Community scissors- Don't wait for a personal
invitation! Everybody cornel

In

Fuller - Cobb4)avi s
We have just received from New - York 20 fur
trimmed Coats in sizes 36 to 46, in black, taupe and
brown. These coats were taken from a sample line
and can be sold for less than wholesale cost.

If you have been unable to find a coat to your liking
we will be pleased to have you call and look them over.

Seme are trimmed with beaver and others have gray
squirrel, brown squirrel, red fox and Jap mink trim
mings.
This is a real opportunity.
Don' t miss it.

* ’

Fijller-Cobb-Davis
OUR ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE
—OF—

WALL PAPERS
Of 1924 Stock

Beginning FEB. 18 and continuing until sold

Prices formerly 10c to 75c; now
4c to 25c
King Solomon’s Temple Chapter
Dean’s Orchestra plays for the
valentine ball in Temple Hall to at a special meeting Thursday night
Cut Borders and Bands, per yard........... lc to 5c
conferred the Mark Master dc-gree
night.
upon George W. Gay anil Philip
Room lots from .........................50c to $1.00 each
Huliiles. There will lie another spe
■ a id Valley
ALL SALES CASH '
cial
meeting
next
Thursday
night.
per liefor
‘fore its nmeeting next Tuegday night.
—At the—
“Am improving, and expect to be
The State Board of Pharmacy, of home on Saturday morning's boat,
which L. M. Chandler of Cumden is weather permitting,” is the welcome
chairman, examined a class of 21 word which <1. B. Butler received
ROCKLAND, MAINE
20-24
candidates this week. Seven passed. yesterday from Henry L. Withee,
who has been receiving treatment in
The Bangor High School girls Massachusetts General Hospital.
basketball team is to play a return
Pete Pride, the Portland bowling
evening at 7.39. on Wed
game in this city March 6. And
WITH THE CHURCHES Tuesday
nesday evening there will be the
take “Basketball Bill's” word for it, Star Wednesday night chalked up
1139 pins in a straight total at Rum
Bangor is not going to win.
The Gospel Mission service is Sun Men's League supper when Rev.
ford Falls, where he met George Sa
will speak.
day
afternoon at 2.30, and in the even- Kenneth McArthur
• • * •
Late appointments made by Gov. voy for a $400 purse. He bowled 13E
at
7.15.
Both
services
will
be
At the Pratt Memorial M. E. church
Brewster-: Herman W. Crockett. 127 and 131 in succession and his conducted by Herbert Elwell.
Sunday morning the speaker will be
• • * .
North Haven, notary public and smallest string was 100.
Rev. M. E, Osborne, former pastor,
Justice of the peace; O. H. Tripp,
Mr. Knickerbocker will preach at
The old fashioned dancers. 1. e.
who will tell of the world service pro
Rockland, justice of the peace.
the
Unlversalist
chureh
tomorrow
those old fasfiioned enough to re
gram of the church. The musical
morning at 10.30, subject "What Is
The telephone auditors are work member Ihe sweet enjoyment of'the Life?” Church school at 12 and Y. P. progra'm will consist of the anthem
“Hark, Hark My Souf," Shelley, with
ing Waldoboro this week, but with waltz and two step, will come into C. U. at 6.30.
4iolo parts by Miss Marie Brown
Rockland still the Rase of their op their own at Odd Fellows hall Wed
• • • •
contralto and Mrs. George Wadleigli
erations. Tlic Thorndike Hotel has nesday night. Square dances ami
At the Congregational church to and Mrs. Nina Robinson sopranos;
come to seam like a second home to modern numbers will be interspersed.
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will soprano►olo, ‘Galilee," Co mbs. Miss
them.
Thursday’s near freshet brought a preach on the subject, "Isaiah—The Bertha McIntosh, with violin oh'igati
Jupiter and Venus are the bright look of relief to the features of Supt. Call of God To Repentance.” Church by Myra Linekin. Rolsert Johnson and
Thu Fellowship Robert Pendleton; male quartet. "G<
stars now seen in the llaat o' morn A. F. McAlary of the Camden & school at noon.
ings. the former rising about 4.30 and Rockland Water Co. "Wallow have League Will meet in the vestry at 6 Gather Them In,'' Messrs. Smith
Clark, Porter and Pendleton.
The
the latter at 5.30. The bright star 4'-4 feet of *water over the intake wl o'clock.
»• ••
evening service begins at 7.13 with
Sirius is evening star, crossing the Mirror Lake, with a prospect of
more,
”
he
told
a
Courier-Gazette
re

First Church of Christ, Scientist, service of sjng, followed by sermpn
meridian at 9 o'clock.
porter yesterday.
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday by the pastor on "The Church and Me
morning
service at 11 o’clock. Sub Kian.” The musical program will in
Dr. Emery ^toward has had a Rit
Letters have been sent to 493 High ject of lesson sermon, “Soul." Sun- clude soprano solo, "Lend Me All the
ter dental xray machine installed in
his office. This machine is the latest School Alumnae asking them to con lay Softool at 12. The reading room Way,” Briggs, Mrs. Nina Robinson
model for dental use and will also tribute to the alumnae booth of the is located in the new Bicknell block and “The Old Bugged Cross," Bengive excellent service in taking the Community Fair. Handkerchiefs and and is open every week day from nard. by chorus choir of 35 voices
fancy work of any kind is requested. 2 to 3 p. m.
Sunday school is at 12: Epworth
joints and extremities.
• ♦ » •
In spite of utmost efforts in correct
League at 6.15; prayer meeting Tues
Mrs. Kellie Achorn, president of the ing the lists many addressos have
There will be a special meeting at day eveni' g at 7.39 and Fourth Quar
local Sons of Veterans Auxiliary, In been omitted. Don't wait for a let the Salvation Army Citadel Sunday terly Conference Wednesday, Fell. 23
stalled the officers of the Warren ter! Send your gift to Beth Hager night at 8 o'clock.
Lieut. Doris
A committee to organize a program
Auxiliary Tuesday! in a very pleas or Kathleen Snow, chairman of this Pickup of Woonsocket, R. I., will be
ing manner.
She was presented committee.
the chief speaker. Other Sunday ser on the problems of elementary edu
with a handsome cut glass dish in
vices will lie as follows: Holiness cation for the meeting*-of the World
Manager Benson got an Agreeable ideeting. 11 a. in.; Salvathm meeting. Federation of Education at Edin
appreciation of her work.
surprise yesterday when Uie booking 8 p. m.; Company meeting (S. S.) burgh, Scotland, July 20-28, has
When Massachusetts held Its ref office sent to Park Theatre one of the 2 p. m.; Young People's Legion, 6.36 been appointed by I>r. A. O. Thomas,
erendum on daylight saving 492,239 famous “Chronicles of America.'' The p. lit. Good music, good singing, all president of the federation.
persons voted in f»vor of the meas theatre had in a requisition for this welcome.
• • • •
ure which had a majority of 65,480. series some time ago. but Manager
And yet one would gather from the Benson had expected there might he
The Saints will hold their services
A LITTLE LESSON ON
report of the Legislative hearings in a delay of some months. . Hence his in their room, 471 Main street. Sunday
Augusta that it is some fad which gratification yesterday when he re as follows: At 1 o’clock is the Sun
ceived the installment entitled “The day school, followed by the social
only a few persons want.
Frontier Woman.’’ It describes the service hour at 2 and preaching by
Nilo Spear has remembered Rock Wautauga settlement, which is al Elder Billings at 7. The regular
land friends with cards of St. most the beginning of the State of prayer meeting is Wednesday even
Petersburg, Fla. postmark this week. Tennessee. The heroism of the pi ing at 7 o'clock and the doctrine aird
AND
To a member of The Courier-Gazette oneers and what the mountain men covenants (lass at 2.30 Thursday af
did
to
end
the
Revolution
is
faithfully
staff lif sent a picture of the West
ternoon. On Friday evening «ot 7
End of Gandy Bridge Crossing, reproduced in this most fascinating o’clock the Itelegio class meets for
Tampa Bay. "This bridge is a real photoplay.
study and recreation.
» • • •
one," lie writes "being about 14
The speaker at yesterday's Rotary
miles long." He adds that it is just
Episcopal! church notices:
Sun
Club luncheon was Rqv. Horace I. day at St. Peter's—Holy communion
like summer in St. Petersburg.
Holt, the distinguished pastor of the at 7.30 a. in. and at 19.30 with music
Congregational
church, and sermon, church school following;.
The Maine-Florida Realty Com Camden
pany has been organised in this city whose half-hour address upon Abra Evening prayer is at Thomaston at
to'carry on the business of real es ham Lincoln was received with 7.39 with sermon, preceded by church
tate ill the Stales of Maine'and Flor warm manifestations of approval. school at 6.30. An important meet
ida and other states. Capital stock Able speaker is a much-used term, ing of the St. Peter's vestry is called
The Sliding Bed Couch brings you
$10.(100. all common. $300 paid in, par but Its application to Mr- Holt Is for 7.30 Tuesday evening at the rec
value' $100. 3 shares suliscritied. justified in the minds of all who have tory for the purpose of electing a an extra sleeping room at a cost as
President. Everett A. Munsey; treas the pleasure of listening to his plat treasurer and < lerk. The Thomaston low as $11.75—solidly made, all cot
urer and clerk. E. B. MacAllister, form utterances. Gut of his deep Guild witl meet with St. Peter’s Guild. ton mattresses, gray enamel finish.
knowledge of Lincoln he presented at the High street rectory Thursday They dress up your living room and
both of ltockiand.
—
him as the great prophet of Ameri afternoon at 2.30.
idd a distinct convenience and com
The annual meeting of the Maine canism and world democracy, plac
,
• • • •
fort
to the home. Only—
Society. Sons of the American Revo ing him on a pedestal as one of the
A sermon especially for children
lution, is.to be held Monday after greatest three men in history, Moses and young people will be delivered by
noon. Fein 23. at the Congress Square and Paul being the other two. Mr. Rev. 0. W. Stuart at Littlefield Me
$11.75
lintel in Portland, followed by the Holt is both scholarly and eloquent morial church Sunday morning at
baiKpiet at 6.30 o'clock. The speak and a most satisfactory speaker to 19.39. Hjs subject will lie “The Man
er will lie President Clarence C. Lit listen to. The Gettysburg Address Who Made a Nation." The choir
tle of the University of Maine. At was read by Secretary Walter A. will render “Praise the Lord. O My
A Rotary visitor at the Soul,” Simper. Bible school i,s at
the roll call edch member is expect Rounds.
ed to tell in one minute the name of luncheon was Harold O. Page of the noon and the lesson subject is “Jesus
his Revolutionary ancestor and the Damariscotta club.
in Gethsemane,” The C. E. service
part he took in that war.
comes at 6.15 and the regular preach
Watch for Ihe Alumrtae Booth at ing service at 7.15. Pastor Stuart’s
x Some clever . posters advertising the Comunity Fair,
2O&22
subject will lie "A Lesson fn Clay."
•the Mah Jongg play to lie given at
The Hilile conference will be con
This store has rather specialized on
Why pay 6% to the hank for a tinued next week with topics as fol
the Unlversalist vestry Feb- 17. are
on display in several shop windows. debt instead of paying me 3% for an lows: Monday evening, "The Eight Mattresses, ever giving high quality
This drama, adapted from the Mah asset? Consult Walker on Business Covenants;” Tuesday evening, "Un and exceptional values. Now—
Jongg game, has .proven very popu Insurance. Phone 524-R.—adv.
der the Shadow of the Cross" and All Cotton, Rolled Edge, Fancy Tick
lar in i«'her cities this winter, and
"The Five Trinities of Grace;" Thurs Matt res#—
New lot of suspender dresses jus! day evening, "The Tribulation and
in Washington where it was recently
$7.75
presented, was heartily endorsed by received, $5.98. Cutler-Cook Co.— Kingdom;" Friday evening, "The
Mrs. Coolidge. The cast numbering
Seven Judgments."
Cotton Felt with Rolled Edge, Fancy
A /lancing class for adults will
about 50. includes some of our best
• • » •
Tick—
Buckland talent, and with gay stage start at Kimball hall, under the direc
Sunday morning at the First Bap
$12.50
setting and elaborate costumes this tion of Jennie Harvey Percival. on tist church the pastor. Rev. B. P.
promises to furnish an attractive Thursday evening, Fch. 19, at S Browne will speak at 10.30 on “Big
evening’s entertainment. The post o’clock.—adv.
Business for God.” The choir will Silk Floss Mattress, finest quality
ers arc the work of Mr. Hull at Hus
sing "O Praise Ye the Lord,* Loud. Stonington Furniture Co. Special—
ton-Tuttle’s, Miss Hope Greenhalgh,
Sunday school convenes at the close
$16.75
John Newman at the W. O. Hewett
of the morning service. Children’s
Co.’s store and Gee -4ee Keo, a pupil
H ippy Hour at 4 p. m- The Chris
We are anxious to move this lot of
at the McLain School.
tian Endeavor at 6.15 will be in Mattresses. In addition there is a lot
charge of Raymond Pendleton. Fol of Bed Springs, all sizes, which we
See Dr. ltichan as East Wind at
lowing the song service at 7.15 there will dispose of at—
the Unlversalist vestry, Feb. 17.—adv.
will lie the following question prel
ude. What did Christ mean when
$4.75 and up
He said. "On this Rock I will build
God has done a greater
My Chruch?” Why are there so
thing for the Kian than
many
different
denominations?
that of giving it human
What are the causes of society
leadership.
scandal? The pastor's subject will
He has given it His Own
he "The Hearing Before Herod.”
L. MARCUS
Leadership.
The choir wilt sing "Be Thou O
313-319 MAIN ST.
TEL. 745-J
God,
”
Van
Laer
and
"We
Would
See
—Ku Klux Kian.
Jesus,” Brackett. Prayer meeting on
ROCKLAND, ME.

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

SLIDING
BED COUCHES

MATTRESSES

Our Advertising
Columns Are
the

\

Merchant’s

Show .Windows

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY

KATHLEEN -M. SNOW ............. LIBRARIAN

Solid Walnut

The Bedroom Set pictured below is inSolid Walnut, beautifully designed and
of finest workmanship. It is of dustproof construction throughout with all
drawers mahogany lined.

Week days: 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Sundays; 3 p. m. to 6 p. in.

While we Americans vie with one
another as to whether Michael's
'Green Hat" Is really a good book,
or whether this or that author right
ly deserves the favorable, criticism
lie Is receiving, it is interesting to
note what Europeans think of our
literature.
• * • •
|
And just who is the best English!
speaking author selling in Em ope:
today? According to a recent ar
ticle published In the Saturday Re-1
view of Literature the person to |
whom this distinction is given is
none other than that friend of the'
mental fourteen-year-old Edgar Rice
Burroughs. But It is not enough
that this sale of Mr. Burroughs' |
Looks break all previous records for
best sellers. Our European friends
hail him as a delightful writer of
burlesque. His imaginative yarns
are brilliant criticisms of our modern
society, they claim.

y

•*t-

his handsome outfit is priced at.............................................

• « • *

To Mr. Burroughs, we of the li
brary profession owe an apology.
Little did we dream that as We have
practiced all our tiest tried tactics
in attempting to guide the youth of
our towns away from friend Tarzan
and toward some better book that
we were depriving him of a study in
sociology.
■*

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
ROCKLAND, MAINE

* • • •

And now—enter, Zane Grey ! No
mention of Mr. Grey appears on this
list of European best sellers. Pos
FINE SHIP MODEL
sibly hW is too American for that
distinction yet. but he lias won a
place of honor on the very first page The Frederick Billings In
uf the Saturday Review of Literat
Miniature Is On Exhibition
ure. As a writer of “western stories"
there is no doubt as to Mr. Grey's
At This Office.
popularity. Bedraggled, soiled and
worn copies of Grey's hooks (if one
Visitors to The Courier-Gazette
is fortunate enough to find a copy in office today are confronted, by a full
the library at any# timet testify to
rigged ship—a miniature reproduc
this popularity. It is iitdeed inter
esting to note him in this new light tion, correct in minutest detail, of the
shown by the Saturday Review, Frederick Billings, regarding which
whereby eaten the highest-brow may there has been so much discussion
read his books and dare admit it. of late.
The model now on exhibition at
We turn to him." writes this author,
•not for insight into human nature this office was made by Arthur W.
and human problems, nor for refine Hatch, son of the late Sewall Hatch,
ment of art, but simply for crude who did the iron work on the Bill
epic stoies, as we might turn to an ings.
Mr. IlaU h commenced work on his
old Norse Skald, makers of the
model Sept. 1st and completed it this
Sagas of the folks.
....
week, it measures 2054 inches over
For the last two weeks an average all, ami the beam is four inches from
of 59 ehldren have been receiving I outside to outside. The hull was
instrueton daily in the use of the li- J carved from soft white pine and the
brary and reference books daily. This sails were manufactured from gray
instruction is being given to tin- pu blotting paper to give the im.pression
pils of the 6th grades throughout the of canvas. The running rigging is
coming week. The courses have lieen mercerized cotton, the < olor of manila
planned and are being given by Miss rope and the staining rigging is linen
Hasel Marshall, the children’s li- | thread, twisted to represent n»p<‘. In
brarian.
I the rigging are 332 beech blocks. The
• . . ,
dead-eyes are made of leather.
The library has long felt the need
of authoritative works on costuming. I The houses are made from soft
AM'hough the price of tile la st ( f slid' pine, and the most exacting critic
encyclopedias prohibits purchasing would have much difficulty in dis
them atpresent. it is felt that the covering the omission of any im
following books will in a small way portant detail in the whole craft.
The ship is represented as under
help fill this demand.
....
full sail, and with tne sails full of
English costume." painted and de wind, running in an old swell, with
scribed by 1>. C. Calthrop. This is an a little sheet started. She is home
inqioi'ted book and considered tile ] ward bound, 'with1 thq house flag fly
most comprehensive onelvolunie bool; ing and the American flag at the
on the subject. Excellent colored mizzen peak.
Specially prepared putty was paint
plates are made even more valuable
hv the small sketches showing de ed to represent water.
tails of the costume and how it may • The model is the fourth that Mr.
be easily cut and draiied. This is Hatch has made, anil has already
limited to English costumes but takes been sold to Philadelphia, parties, to
whom he will deliver it in- person a
up the. periods from 1966 to 1850.
Valuable for details of children's few days hence. The price paid is
costumes is the Medici Print book. understood to have been $275.
Mr. Hatch has made four such
Fbur Hundred Years of Children's
Costumes.” Excellent colored illus- models, and all of them have been
this an Interesting study of art as universally admired.
“It is the most tedious work you
trations from the old masters make
can imagine,” he told a Courier-Ga
well as for the costume details.
....
zette reporter yesterday, “and re
Half the enjoyment that comes quires good nerve.”
The model will he on exhibition at
from a new book lies in sharing it
with someone else. This explains The CourlerjGazette office for a few
possibly why so many viators at the days and everybody is invited to
Library this week have found them drop in and inspect it in its hand
selves being escorted to the work some glass case.
table and made to admire the new
books which were being prepared
This is the only life you will
for the shelves. These were large
have on this earth. Make it
ly non-fiction of various subjects,
go ns far us you cm.
hut special attention was centered
ltockiand Red Cross.
on a group of three books, Holland.
Belgium
and
Alsace
Lorraine.
Large volumes they are, with bind
ings that mark them as unusual.
1855
1924
Closer observation reveals that they
are veritable treasure houses of ex
quisite* illustrations in color by
George Wharton Edwards, valuable
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
not only for their subject matter on
WALDOBORO, ME.
these countries hut also as exam
ples of the best in bookinakiug and
illustration.
. • • •
BORN
Cross (luPford. Feb. 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
Milicent ^tone's "BankSiile CocHugo 3 frosts (Eveline Snow) a son.
tume Book for Children” deals large
ly with costumes for Shakespearian
MAP * r O
plays, but has some material for othff
Greenlaw I.ufkin— Sui '
v*r Isle. Feb.
periods. It Is especially valuable for 2 Maurice Greenlaw anil M .s Minnie Luf
Its explicit directions for cutting uni} l.in,.both of Stinuet
Cole-(.'ray Sunset, P--r hie, Feb. 1,
draping inexpensive costumes.
George Cole and Mrs. Lelin.i Gray, both of
The library is also collecting pic Sunset.
Bunker->Sjni,h—North Ilavtn. Feb. 17. by
tures illustrating costumes of various
countries. Postal cards, or magazine Rev M. G Perry, Frank G. Bunker and
Mary A Smith, both of North Haven.
lllifstratlon are especially vuluablo
Roberta -Fitts— 4 'lui rlcstown. Mulsh , Feb. 9,
far this collection and are most wel- (era'd C Roberta, of South bridge. Mas:-.,
fonwerly
of Vlnalbaven and Miss EtheJ Fitts
com.be gifts.
of Charlestown.
January statistics show a large in
Proctor-Johnson Appleton. Feb 4, Howard
crease in the number of books loaned Proctor and Miss Winnlfred Johnson, )>oth
by the library. Nearly 5060 people
DIED
A'iaited the library during the month
Davisr--\Vahloboro( Feb 8, iu-fant son of
and 800 more hooks were loaned this
ami Mrs. Clarence Davis.
month than in December, which in AirIIVase
Rockland, Feb. 13, Silas A. Pease
turn was an unusually busy month.
aged 76 > ears.
BeatonIhnddamb Feb. 14. Spencer D.
A change in the location of the
Beaton, aged 23 years, 5 months, 13 days.
library telephone enables the staff to Funeral
Monday at 2 p. in., private.
give much better service in reserving
or renewng books through tils me
IN MEMORIAM
dium. The public is also acquiring
In loving memory of George W Ludwig.
Ihe habit of using the telephone for Jr , who passed away February 13. 1922.
Three lonely years have passed
reference work. By the way, the
Since our great sorrow fell
number, which is still 564-W, has
Yet in our hearts we mourn our loss
again been changed in the directory
Of him we loved so well.
and is now listed under "Public Lib
— His father, mother, brother and sister.
rary," a great convenience. Hitherto
it was listed with the long group of
\AAAA
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
city telephones, where most people AAAAAAAAAA/
wouldn’t think of looking for it.
; FYI OGANES Looked For An
The money formerly spent on ilrink
Honest Man. If He Had
is spent for other things, and the
Been Wise Enough to Adverloss to the liquor business Is there
tise He Could Have Sat Still
fore fully made up by the gall in
and Waited For Honest Men £
to Come to Him.
£
other lines of business.—,T. N. Carver.
Dept. of Economics, Harvard Uni

+

HAVE YOUR

CLEANSING AND PRESSING
DONE NOW FOR SPRING
<J I have been located at my present store at 297
Main Street for 10 years and in recognition of this
fact, for the balance of the month 1 am making a
special price on cleansing and pressing.
tJTwo articles of wearing apparel cleansed and
pressed at the regular price of one.

<J Thanking you all for your patronage in the past
and hoping I may serve you in the future.

' ARTHUR F. LAMB

We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.
IS THE' PROPER TIME TO BUY

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

BOYS’ CLOTHES DURING THE

NEXT SEVEN DAYS.

We are overstocked in this de
partment and quote the following
prices fromFeb. 14th to Feb. 21st.

L. MARCUS
313-319 MAIN ST.

TEL. 745-J

110-tf

$22.50 Suits now .................. $18.00

20.00 Suits noy/ ......

16.00

18.C0 Suits now .................

14.40

15.00 Suits now ...................

12.00

12.60 Suits now

10.00

Without any question this is the
best made Boys’ Clothing sold in
this country.
Cut and tailored just as our best
Men's Clothing.

:: Memorials ::

versity.

$77.20

(Dressing Table if wanted $24.00 extra)

I

Boston Shoe Store
EVERYTHING in FOOTWEAR

RUBBERS!!
• • • •

Women’s first quality Rubbers

Special 69c

Gregory’s

Man’s Saif Acting Rubbers

Special 98c
Missaa* and Children’* Heavy
White Sole Rubbers The beet

VALENTINE
BALL
Saturday Night
TEMPLE HALL
: : Music by : :

,

Dean’s Orchestra

OLD FASHIONED

ODD LOTS on Women’s Pumps
and Oxford* marked down to
close out—

$1.98, $2.98, $3.95
Special Valuta in Good Clean
Merchandise

RUBBER BOOTS
For All the Family

Boston Shoe Store
278 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

DANCE
ODD FELLOWS HALL

Wednesday Night
February 18
At 7:30

GENTS 25c

LADIES 15c

20-21

▲ Dollar Spent With
the Home Merchant
Circnl|tea at Home
and Helps Home Trade

Page Four
HOW TO SOLVE A CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
When the correct letter* are placed In the vrhlte apace thia puaale
Will apell worda both vertically and horlaontally. The flrat letter In each
word la Indicated by a number, which refer* to the definition Hated
below the puaale.
Thua No. 1 under the column headed “horlaomtal"
define* a word which'will fill the white apaces np to the flrat black
square to the right, and a number under “vertical” define* a word which
will fill the white aquarea te the next black one below. No letter* go In
the black apace*. All word* uaed are dictionary word*, except proper
Banea. Abbreviation*, alang. Initial*, technical term* and obsolete form*
are Indicated la the definition*.

Kiddies’ Evening
Story

Patrons of Husbandry Pros
pering In Canada—New
Granges In This Country.

By MARY GRAHAM BONNER

This Is the story of two strange
children who lived In the land of
Not At All, and
who were called
t h e Excuse-Us
t w 1 n 8. They
were given
IZ
n
these names be
cause they were
always begging
1/5
to be excused)
nnd everything
that was said
to them ■ they
14
took just exact
ly as it was said
—or at least
XT
19
they acted that
way.
And this la
p/T
also to be the
story of six of
their adven
“We Made Thio tures — all
One Come.”
packed Into one
story I
Jo5F
One fine day the Excuse-Us twins,
a boy and a girl they were, by the
way, came home with a, ragged,
dirty, most untidy, miserable small
IT
child.
The child’s shoes were covered
with mud and his coat seemed to
38
37
3F~
136
shake the dust as he breathed.
“Why, children I" exclaimed the
mother. “What in the world have
57
Ro
you done? Who Is this strange
child?”
"Excuse me mother," said the Ex
(© by Western Newspaper Union.)
cuse-Us twins, "but you know you
Vertical.
Horizontal.
said the other day we didn't halt
l—Docnment
1— Point on the end of which some
appreciate what you did for us, and
thing
turn*
5—-Pertaining to a kind of archi
that you wished you had a poor
2— Indefinite article
tecture
little child to do for as you do for
•—Preposition
3— For example (abbr.)
us. You said a poor little child
10_Bells
4— Laugh* loudly
would he grateful.
5— Eskimo dwelling
12—-Negative
"And so we made this one come
6— Bone
12—To he affected with pain
tvith us.”
7— Preposition
14— Conjunction
8— Compute
1«—-Kind of latticework
And the mother of the Excuse-Us
11—Point
15— Indefinite article
twins had to get the child back to
15—llended bolt or pin of ntetnl
19—Plow*
his home as soon as she could, anti
uaed to fasten two pnrta to
21— Should
gave him some of the twins’ suits
gether .
22— Large container
,
and sweaters and explained to his
18—Change
24— Prevaricate
mother ns best she could that she
17—Reigned
25— One who stltche*
hadn't meant to kidnap the child.
IS—In front
27—Exclude
20—Binding custom or rule of con
But the very next day the twins
29— By
duct
30— Raging
were found covering themselves
22—Piece of metal to hold in place
82—Perform
with silver polish.
parts of a machine
S3—Force, energy, spirit
They were smeared with It—all
25— Kind of fur
34—Note of musical scale
over—covered!
26
—
Tangle
80—Doctrine
“What in the world have you
27— V. S. coin (pi.)
88—Commercial announcement
done now?" said their mother with
28— Ill-behaved person
(abbr.)
horror, and you can hardly blame
31—Container for flour
39— Praise
35—Implement for hewing
her for that.
40— Foolish
SO—Preposition
“Excuse us, mother," they said,
37—Note of musical scale
Solution will appear In next Issue.
"but you know you told us you
3S—Boy’s name (abbr.)
wished we could be brighter, ami
we saw this silver polish down at
tlie store, atnl it said on the outside
WALDOBORO
of the bottle that It was guaran
Solution of Puzxts No. 29.
teed to make the dullest object
Mrs. Mabel Mank of North Waldo bright.
“So we tried it.”
boro is the guest of Miss Annie C.
Time passed by a little more
WeltMrs. W. C. Flint was hostess at the quietly for awhile, but one day the
bsiq emu
of the Whist Club. Mrs. mother had a caller who loved
AU
be meeting
H. H. Kuhn captured first prize and “natural" children. She liked chil
to romp and use slang and
Li I iMi IITBDIAlRlNle the second prize was divided between dren
Mrs. Albert Benner and Mrs. W. G. she hated children who were too
polite and too well-behaved.
Labe who held e<iual scores.
Tlie mother of the Excuse-Us
Mrs. F. M. Knowles and Miss Win rwins knew that her children would
S
ifred Knowles of Chelsea. Mass , are just suit this caller. So she called
R E guests of Mrs. Jessie Achorn.
them in. But didn’t those wretched
r±aba!R tRr aw
T. L. Richards, Thomas Leavitt, O. twins just behave so unnaturally
V. Hassner. Capt. John Bradfoi ., W. well?
G. Labe, Merle Castner, A. E. Gor
They said, "Yes, please,” every
SNEAK
TIER ham, Clarence Campbell, Jack Cast few- moments, and, “Yes, mother
ner and Frank Ewell attended the dear, w hatever you wish, nnd what
meeting of King Hiram’s Council in ever you think is best for us.”
And of all the times, tills was the
Rockland Thursday night. Four of
VINALHAVEN
one lime when their mother did not
the party took council degrees.
Charles Young of Lewiston was in wish to have them so polite.
Rev. Robert E. Laite of Bangor town last week.
Afterward, of course, they said:
will again occupy the pulpit at Un
"Excuse us. mother, but we
Robins and pussywillows promise
ion church Sunday and will remain an early spring.
thought you wanted us to have nice
’ in town until Tuesday to attend the
New telephones have been installed manners.”
A while after this they came
men's banquet at the vestry Monday in the residences of Dr T. F. Tur
home with a lot of starving, mothevening, at which Mr. Laite will give ner and Mrs. Isadore Hoffses.
a community talk. He will be ac
Mrs. E. A. Glidden returned from eaten-looking cats, and when their
mother asked them what they had
companied by his oldest son Gil Portland Thursday.
bert, who has a wonderful baritone
Mrs. Theresa Keene is visiting her done this for, they said:
“Excuse us, mother, but you said
voice and will be soloist at both ser sister in Bremen.
vices Sunday. His selections will be
Cards have been received announ we must' be kind to creatures help
"The Great Awakening," "Open the cing the engagement of Arthur True less and less fortunate than our
Gates of the Temple” and (by spe Welt of Portland and Miss Ruth- selves, and these cats surely are
cial request) “The Holy City." The Helen Parker of Bangor. Mr. Welt less fortunate.”
A good while passed by without
young man visited this town last is the s«m of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
anything happening until one after
fall and there are many requests to Welt of this town. •
noon they stayed
hear him again.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs.
out much too
Mrs. Charles Webster was hostess Clarence Davis died Friday.
late, nnd ns
to the Occident Club, Monday evenSunday morning Rev. Guy Mc
usual had an ex
• ing at her home. Luncheon was Quaidee will preach on “The March- 1 cuse.
served.
ing Orders of God” and in the even
"Excuse us,
Special programs in the schools ing his subject will be “The For
mother," they
gotten
Waterpot.
”
Come
and
have
a
marked the observance of Lincoln’s
said, “but you
Day. Mrs. Simmers, President of gospel sing
told us fresh
Mrs. Julia Vickery, Associate
the American Legion Auxiliary and
air made us
grow, and so we
Past Commander, C. B. Vinal of La Grand Matron, O. E. S., has been a
stayed out to
fayette Carver I’ost, G. A. R„ were guest of Mrs. C. B. Stahl.
get taller.”
The First Baptist church observed
among the visitors.
But the sixth
February 9 in Charlestown. Mass., Christian Endeavor Week with a
adv e n t u r e or
Gerald C. Roberts of Southbridge, mid-winter lawn party under the
prank of theirs
Mass, and Miss Ethel Fitts, were auspices of the C. E. Society. The
— and thefr
united in marriage at the home of affair was largely attended. Rev.
mother said she
the bride's mother. The bride, who Guy McQuaidee was chairman and
surely hoped it
he
was
assisted
by
Miss
Frances
is a stenographer has been employed
would be the
Simmons
and
Loring
Crowell,
who
in Worcester, Mass., and lias twice
last—was when
served
frankforts
and
coffee;
Misses
We Must Be
visited Vinalhaven, where she al
they came In
Marion
Welt,
Verena
Waldroh
and
Kind.”
ready made friends. The groom is
one afternoon
Carl
Sheaff.
who
served
ice
cream;
1
the only son of Postmaster and Mrs.
looking very dirty. There were
Misses
Lucille
Ilenner
and
Betty
!
Freeman L. Roberts of this town
streaks of dirt everywhere.
and was a graduate of Vinalhaven Weston and Floyd Benner who sold
Their faces and hands were
pop
corn.
The
grab
table
was
in
High School in 1917, since which
smeared with mud and dirt
charge
of
Raymond
Curfew
ami
the
time he has been employed hy the
And when their mother ex
Krampton, Knowles Co., Worcester, cake and candy table was presided claimed with horror, they said:
over
by
Misses
Evelyn
Welt
and
Mass., and with the Dapaul-Toung
"Excuse us, mother, but you know
Co. optical goods, which position he Frances Hassner. A generous sum you sa'd the least we could do was
was
turned
into
the
C.
E.
treasury.
to scrub behind pur ears. And be
now holds.
Congratulations and
The annual Installation of the offi hind our ears we are beautifully
good wishes will greet tlie bridal
couple on their return from their cers of Wiwurna Chapter, () E. S., clean.”
Julia
And this was true.
While the
honeymoon trip to New York from Was held Tuesday evening.
Vickewy. Associate Grand Matron, rest of their faces was dirty, be
their many friends here.
Owing to the thick fog. Steamer was the installing officer and she was hind tlie ears they had washed
Gov. Bodwell failed to make her us assisted by Celia Feyler as Grand most carefully.
Marshal and Eudora Miller as Grand
But ’lie Excuse-Us twins had cer
ual trip Thursday.
tainly not failed In having ex
The subject of the lesson sermon * Chaplain. The list of officers fol cuses 1
lows: Ida C. Stahl. W. M.; Willis 11.

CROSS-WORD PUZZLE No. 26

That the Grange prospers in Can
ada is evidenced hy a very enthusi
astic gathering at the 69th anniver
sary session of Dominion Grange,
just held at Toronto. Delegates
came from the various subordinate
Granges and all the latter reported
■ 'J
a prosperous year. Prominent Ca
nadians addressed* the session, in
cluding John Pritchard, member of
Parliament, on “The Problems of
Agriculture;” -W. A. Amos, president
of the United Farmers of Ontario;
and J. G. Lethbridge on “The Agri
cultural Commission.” There was a
lively discussion of pending problems
in Canada and the session expressed
itself in clear-cut language on all of
them. The successful movement of
farmers in tiie provinces of Ontario,
known as the United Farmers, has
MRS. OSCAR R. MOWERY
gained much of its energy from
Harrisburg, Fa.—“During my last ex Grange support, and members of the
pectancy my nerves gave way. I got latter organization are prominent in
very weak and was so nervous I could its management. »

not sit still, could not sleep and was
completely worn-out. I suffered with
pains across my back and up my spine,
also had bearing pains. I had indiges
tion and heartburn very badly. 1 was
just about ‘down and out- when I be
gan taking Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre
scription and it corrected all my trou
bles, made me feci well and strong right
up to the last I had comparatively no
suffering—the easiest time I ever ex
perienced—ai:d I had a very healthy
baby. My advice to the expectant motlier
is, take ‘Favorite Prescription.’ It is a
wonderful help in motherhood and no
woman should go thru this trying time
without its aid.”—Mrs. Oscar K.
Mowery, 327 Dauphin St.
Do not delay but obtain this "Prescription" now of your nearest druggist^
in tablets or liquid; or send 10c to Dr.
Pierce’s Invalids’ Hotel in Buffalo, N.
Y., for trial pkg. Write for free med
ical advice.

□an
nm
rann

EcaariE

□as

ms
as

next Sunday at the service of the
\
Christian Science Society will be Crowell, w. r.; Mai E v.
i M.: Mabel C. Mayo, Sec.; Carrie A.
"Soul.”
There will be a meeting of Mar I Miller, Treasurer; Rena Crowell,
guerite Chapter O. E. S. next Mon ; conductress; Fannie Brooks, associI ate conductress: Sace K.
Weston.
day evening.
chaplain; Isabelle Labe, organist;
! Ruth Mitchell, Adah; Annie Thomp
son, Ruth; Marion Miller, Esther;
Gladys Bailey, Martha; Thelma Ben
ner, Electa; Blanche Morse, warder;
E. J. IT Miller, sentinel. A pleasing
program followed the installation af
ter which refreshments were served.

The executive board or the Inter-

natfonal Kindergarten Union held its
mid year meeting at Washington
December 29 to 31. 1924. Plans were
formulated for the annual meeting of
the union, which will lx- held in Los
Angeles, July 8 to 13. 1923. Means
of closer co-operation with other
agencies working in the field of pre
school education were also consid-

Every-Other-Day
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD '|

WITH THE GRANGERS

Excuse-Ua Twina

a

)

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 14, 1925

t(S). 1926, Western Nevapeper Union.)

SOMERVILLE
Tlie Corner school closed Jan. 23.
taught by Mrs. Ella M. Braun of
Cooper's Mills, wild is all experienced
ind competent teacher.
Erskine Academy pupils arc hav'ng
a vacation this week on account of
tl <• illness of Pr nclpel N. D. Newiin.
I-'. A. Turner is sick.
.Mr. and -Mis. K. A. Dodge, who
have been visiting his parents, Mr
nnd Mrs. A J. Dodge, have returned
to B. D. Browne’s
Jfi. and Mrs. C. W. Evans were
Sunday visitors at the home of D. E.
Hisler.
v
, Miss Ruby MacDonald recently
visited Miss Marie Turner.
Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Brown of
Weeks Mills visited their relatives

ORIGIN OF SUNDAE
If You Patronize a Soda
FountainYou Have Doubt
less Wondfered.
Everybody patronizes tie soda
fountains nowadays, and everybody
knows what the world eund.ie, -or
Sunday means. But the p
n who
can explain how this word eame to
mean what it means will make a real
contribution to the knowledge of
American lexicography. In the form
sundae the word lias a kind ot
Dutch East Indian look, but it is
difficult to get beyond this vague
auggestivenese.
Tucker
in
his
'American English," gives an ex
planation which is circumstantial
but not convincing. He dee! ires that
the word originated "about 1S97. at
Red Cross Pharmacy. St ■ . street,
Ithaca, X. Y.. directly opj- -.te the
barroom of Ithaca Hotel, which was
closed on Sunday, suggesting to the.
pharmacy people to offer a distinc
tively Sunday drink." There are
several difficulties with this explana
tion. One is that a sunda- is not
a drink. Another is that persons
Who had been accustomed to stop at
the bar of the Ithaca Hotel—of
blessed
memory—would not
be
tempted by a soupv Ice err -m sub
stitute at the Red Cross Pharmacy.
But the main trouble with all such
explanations is that the;, ire too cir
cumstantial to be convincing. Quite
recently a newspaper report carried
the news of the death of an aged wo
man who, soon after the close of the
Civil War. "became cook at the
Porter Hm/so in North Cambridge.
Mass.," and who "developed such a
skill in carving steaks from the
sides of heavy beef that the tender
cuts she served became known as
porterhouse steaks.”
But. alas,
Thornton's
"American
Glossary"
gives citations for porterhouse steak
in America as early as 18-13. The term
porterhouse is old. a porterhouse be
ing a drinking place where steaks
might be served, just as a chop house
Is an eating place where drinks used
to be served.
There is little doubt that the
Parker House roll took itn name
from the Parker House, in Boston,
but in this case the history of the
word is simple and clear It is other
wise with surdae. which still awaits
some happy discovery for its satis
factory
explanation- -NewYork
Herald Tribune.
Three Crow Triple
l>ermint.
Bathe the
headache.—tide.

SICK WOMEN
SHOULD BE
ENCOURAGED
Letters Like This Prove the Reli
ability of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound
Turtle Lake, Wisconsin. — ‘‘I took
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound for weak
ness, backache and
nervousness. 1 had
these troubles for
years and had ta
ken other medi
cines for them, but
I have found no
medicine so p'>od
as the Vegetable
Compound and I
recommend it to
my friends who
have troubles sim
ilar to mine. I saw it advertised nnd
thought I would try it and it ban
helped me in al! my troubles. 1 have
had six children and I have taken the
Lydia E. Pinkham Vegetable Com pound befort: each one was born, for
weakness, vomiting, poor appetite’ and
backache, and again after childbirth
j.-cause of dizzy headaches. It is a
good medicine for it always helps me.
1 have also taken Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Liver Pills for the last eight years
for constipation.” — Mrs. Mabel
La Point, R. F. D. No. 1, Turtle Lake,
Wisconsin.
For salp hv dmitro-kts evonm.ka.A

* ♦ • ♦

Many of the Granges in Canada
are celebrating their 50th anniver
saries at this time and the organi
zation is very successful in the prov
ince of Ontario, where its influence
In agricultural
circles is very
marked. Dominion Grange is fre
quently represented at the session of
the National Grange of the United
States, comes under the jurisdiction
of the latter body anil follows the
latter's policies very closely on gen
eral questions, while its legislative
program confirms strictly to the
needs of the farmers across the line.
At one time the Grange was very
strong in the province of Nova
Scotia and several men, who have
been prominent in the activities of
the organization in New England,
gained their Grange training in
Nova Scotia. 'At the present time,
however. Grange activities are cen
tered in the province of Ontario.
In this connection it Is interesting
to note that there are calls for the
Grange in several unorganized sec
tions of the United States, the de
mand for it in the South becoming
very strong. Among the states,
which are now clamoring for Grange
organization particularly, are Texas.
Florida and Virginia, and it is ex
pected that vigorous extension work
in the laltef state will begin within
the next few weeks. Texas is con
sidered a particularly promising
Grange field and National Master
Louis J. Taber is making a survey
of it and considering sending organ
izers there are in the near future.
• • • •

For the quarter ending Dec. 31, 33
new Granges were organized in tIRUnited States, 13 were re-organized
and 20 new Juvenile Granges were
set going. During the first quarter
in 1925 organizers will be at work in
several states and it is expected that
.the number of new subordinates
formed wifi be fully double those
of the last quarte-. Grange activity
in new fields has been specially
noticeable of late in Idaho, Indi
ana, Oregon and New Jersey. It is
believed that the coming year will
see more Juvenile Granges organized
than in any previous equal period of
Grange history*
The Grange in Pennsylvania has
strongly identified itself with a prac
tical forestry policy, the recent ses
sion of the State Grange having
voted in favor of selecting local
areas in many parts of the state, not
now serving agricultural purposes,
for systematic reforestation; subor-1
dlr.ate Granges in ail sections being
urged to adopt such a policy and
push it energetically until thousands
of Pennsylvania acres now practi
cally wasted are started towards
genuine forestry growth. The State
Grange also outlined a definite policy
of fire protection to systematically
cover the state.
* * * *

■Welcome Grange in the state of
Washington recently held a note
worthy event in the form of a gen
uine community fair, in which the
whole locality joined, with prizes of
cash and various articles awarded
to the children:
demonstrations
by the girls' sewing and banning
clubs, with special features, table
setting and the making of hot
lunches, while an old fashioned
curio booth and booths by the needle
club attracted particular attention.
Young and old joined in the occasion
and Grange leadership In that lo
cality was strikingly evidenced.
Death has claimed another prom
inent Grange figure, in the sudden
passing out of Mrs. Eva Sherwood of
Connecticut, who was widely known
unions the membership. She was
Ceres of the National Grange for
several years, during the period that
she. with her husband, J. ATtliur
Sherwood, represented Connecticut
in the National Grange. Mrs. Sher
wood was a woman ot many accom
plishments ar.d was greatly beloved
by all her associates.
The Grange in Pennsylvania is lin
ing UP for more stringent fertilizer
laws, declaring that that state must
n,,t longer be the dumping ground
for all sorts of Inferior fertilizers.

MONHEGAN
* Miss Florence Wtnoapaw has been
seriously ill the past few weeks.
Capt. John Fifield went to Portland
Saturday with fish, striking a good
market on account of bad weather.
Monhegan has lost a faithful friend
and physician in thq death of Dr.
Frank Clarke of Pemaquid.
Dr.
Clarke has been the Island physician
for many years, always coming at all
calls, day or night in clear or rough
v.eather, and not only here, but in his
own town he has truly worn himself
out in the service of the sick and suf
fering. His very presence in the sick
room inspired confidence and his loss
will be severely felt. We extend our
heartfelt sympathy to his wife and
family.
The new house on Lighthouse Hill,
•being built for Frank Pierce, is al
most completed.
Supt. of Schools Mr. Chase of
Boothbay Harbor visited the school
last week.
Earl Field and Manville Davis made
a trip to Portland this week with fish.
Dexter Richards has about com
pleted the new bungalow belonging
to “Chris" Nicholson and it will soon

Eastern Standard Time

oAsk fcor

“The High-Priced Chocolates
in the Low-Priced Box”

loXjfcf’s
GOLD STRIPE

'
Trains Leave Rockland for
Augusta. A(7.00a. m . t" 30 a m . 11.10p. ra.’
Bangor. A §7 <X)a. ro., f7.30a.ni . |1 10© in. j
Boston. A S7 00 a in., 17.30 a w.. tl.lOp.m. i
Brunswick, A(7.00am., t7.30a.rn., tl.lOp.m.;
f5.3O p. m.

Lewiston. A17 no ,1. m., f/.SOu. m„ it 10 p. nl.
New York. 1 l.lOp. ni.
Portland, A$7.00a. m., f7.30a.tn., fl.10p.in.,
f5.3O p. m.
Waterville. A57 00a m . 17.30 «.ni., tl 10p.m.
Woolwich. A(7.00a.m.. f7 30a. in.
15.30 p. ni.
f Daily, except Sunday.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wordwich.
*
S.
M.
9-28 -24 V. r.&CcuiTMgr. Gtien’l Passenger Agt.

CHOCOLATES
full pound

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.

60c

The direct route between

FAULTY NUTRITION

Scott’s Emulsion

supplies the weakened child or
adult with food-factors that
other foods often fail to furnish
in needful volume.
Not a great deal of Scott's
Emulsion is needed—but a little
regularly often means re
stored vigor and strength
to those who are rundown
in vitality or who are weak.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.

in Effect 5.30 a. m. Wednesday, oct.
of kxox. ss.
8. 1924.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court, next to be held at Rockland,
Leaves Swan’s Island dally except Sundays
within and for said county, on the secend it 5.30 A M.. for Stonington, North Haven,
Tuesday of September. 1925.
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
Reginald W Warren of Thonmston In said
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M.
county, husband of Annie W. Warren, now of .or Vinalhaven, North Haven, Stonington and
parts unknown, respectfully represents: That SwanS Island
his wife’s maiden name was Annie W Hut
B. H. STINSON,
ton ; that he was lawfully married to the said
Genial Agent.
Annie W.
at Lyndonville in the State
Rockland, Maine. Oct f». 1924.
of Vermont,''October 2, 1917, by Rev. Mr.
Richardson, duly authorized to solemnize marHagea; thaf* they lived together as husband
and wife In the State of Vermont ten months
and in Philadelphia, State of Pennsylvania,
four years, from the time of their said mar
riage until October 29. 1921, that your 11
bellant has j^eslded In th!s State in good
faith for one year prior to the commencement
of these proceedings: that *ald llbellee Is a
resident of thlv State; that your libellant
has always conducted himself towards his said
wife as a faithful, true and affectionate hus
band; that on the said 29th day of October,
1921. the said Annie W Warren utterly de
serted your libellant without cause and went
to parts unknown to him. since which time he
has never seen or heard from her: that said
utter desertion has continued for three con
secutive years prior to the filing of this libel:
that her residence is unknown to jour li
bellant and cannot be ascertained by rea
sonable diligence: that there Is no collusion
Over IT Million Jan Und Yoar!»
between your libellant and the said Annie W.
Warren to obtain a divorce
Wherefore he prays that a divorce may
be decreed between him and the said Annie
W. Warren for the cause al»ove set forth.
January 14, 1925. State of Maine.
REGINALD W. WARREN.
Rockland; January 14, 1925.
Middlesex, ss
Massachuetts.
Personally appeared Reginald W Warren
above named, libellant and made oath that
We have addea to our service
the foregoing allegation as to the re Idence
of the llbellee Is true.
equipment a complete
(Seal)
Before me.
ALBIN JOHNSON.
BATTERY STORAGE AND
Justice of the Peace.
REPAIRING OUTFIT
(Sea!)
STATE OF MAINE
KNOX. SS
Where we can take care of your
Clerk’s Office, Supreme Judicial Court, In
Vacation.
battery needs.
Rockland, January A D 1925.
Upon the foregoing Libel. Ordered. That the
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
Libellant give notice to said Annie W War
TIMES NEV/ BATTERIES AND
ren to ap|>ear before our Supreme Judicial
I Court, to be helden at Rockland, within and
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
for the County of Knox, on the second Tues
PARTS
day of September, A. P. 1925, by publishing
an attested copy of said Libel, and this or
By adding this equipment to our
der thereon, three weeks successively in The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper printed in
service station we have the most
Rockland in our County of Knox, the last
complete and up-to-date service
publication to be thirty days at least ifrior
station this side of Boston.
to said second Tuesday of September next,
that she may there and their In our said court
We do everything
appear and show cause, If any she have, why
but paint your car
the prayer of said Libellant should not be
granted
CHARLEK J DUNN.
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court
A true copy of the Libel and Order of the
Court thereon.
«
Attest:
MILTON M. GRIFFIN. Clerk.
__________________________________ 14 S 20

cowry

Many of the ailments of grown
people may be traced to faulty
nutrition. Well-fed children or
adults withstand weakness better
than those who arc indifferently
nourished.
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KITCHEN
CUPBOARD
By NELLIE MAXWELL

Good Thinga to Eat

STATE OF MAINE

’OCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN’S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to chango without notice)

‘ATARRH

of nose or throat is made
more endurable, some
times greatly benefited by
applying Vido up nos
trils. Also melt some
and inhale the vapors.

VICKS
w VapoRub

FORD OWNERS
ATTENTION

^RITTERS may be served as sn
entree or as a dessert, depending
upon the kind. A vegetable fritter
is always enjoyed. Mashed parsnips
and vegetable oysters are among the
favorites.
Pineapple Fritters.—Take one and
one-third cupfuls of flour, two tenspoonfuls of baking powder, onefourth of a teaspoonful of salt, twothirds of a cupful of milk, one egg,
one-half cupful of sugar, and one
cupful of crushed pineapple. Mix
well and drop by spoonfuls into
deep fat. Cook until brown; drain
on brown paper and serve with:
Richelieu Sauce.—Boil one cupful
of sugar and one cupful of water
five minutes. Add a tenspoonful of
cornstarch, moistened with a little
Estate of Charles E. Bicknell
587 MAIN ST.
TEL. 333
STATE OF .MAINF
water; cook until the starch is well(ROCKLAND, ME.
SS.
cooked. Remove from the heat; KNOX.
11-S-tf
At a Probate Court held at Rockland in
add one-half cupful of grated pine and
for said County of Knox, on tlie 30th
apple and a tablespoonful of mara day of January, In the year of our Lord,
nine hundred and twenty-five
schino sirup. Mix well; add two oneA thousand,
petition asking for the ap’>ointment ot
tablespoonfuls of chopped maraschi Alfreda
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
B Smith, as administratrix on the
no cherries and serve,
,
estate of Charles E. Bicknell, late of Rockland
Attorney and Counselor at
Sponge Pudding.—Take one and in said County, having been presented.
That notice thereof be -given to
one-half cupfuls of milk, four table allOrdered,
Law
persons interestwl, by causing a copy of
spoonfuls of flour, a pinch of salt . tills Order to be published three weeks suc
nnd cook until thick; add two table cessively in Tlie Courier-Gazette, a news 431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE
published at Rockland. In sa'.d County, Telepsones—Office 468; House 693-R
spoonfuls of sugar and, when cooled paper
that they may appear at a I'robate Court
a little, the yolks of three well- i to be held at Rockland In and for said
W. A. JOHNSTON. REG. PHC.
beaten eggs. Fold In the beaten County, on the 17th day of February, A. I)
1925, at nine o’clock In the forenoon, and JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORE
whites and bake in a buttered bak show
cause. If any they have, why the
ing dish until well-puffed. Serve a prayer of the petitioner should not be granted
complete drug ano sunorv
EDWARD K. GOULD, Judge of Probate.
sauce prepnred by creaming two
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
A
true
copy,
—
Attest
:
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DEtablespoonfuls of butter, adding
14 S 20 . HENRY II PAYSON, Register.
VELOPIMG, PRINTING AND EN
powdered sugar until thick, then k
LARGING.
Estate of Woodbury M. Purington
tahlespoonful of thick cream.
KNOX COUNTY
370 Main Street, Rockland
Barbecued Lamb.—Reheat slice*
In Court of Trobate held at Rockland on
o‘ cold roast lamb in the following the 30th day of January, 1925.
Frank
H.
Ingraham,
Public
Administra

sauce: Two tablespoonfuls of but tor on the estate of Woodbury M. PurlngARTHUR L. ORNE
ter, one-half tablespoonfnl of vine ton. late of Rockland, in said County, de
gar, one-third cupful of currant ceased. having presented his second ac
Insurance
Jelly and one-fourth teaspoonful of count of administration of said estate for
:
Successor to A. J. Irsklno & Co.
mustard. Cook until the lamb la allowance
Ordered. That notice thereof be given
well-heated.
417 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
three weeks successively In The Courier-Ga
Mutton Stew With Peaa.—Take a zette, published In Rockland, in said County,
that
all
persons
Interested
may
attend
at
a
neck piece of mutton, cut Into Probate Court to be held at Rockland, on
Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy
serving-sized pieces. When well- the seventeenth day of February, next, and
C.
M.
WHEELER, D.C Ph.C
browned season with salt and pep show cause, if any they have, why the said
not be allowed.
per; dredge with flour. Simmer uccount shouldEDWARD
Chiropractor
with water to cover, and one onion, A true copy.—Attest : K. GOULD, Judge
400 Main Street, ... Rockland
until tender, then add a can of
14 S 20
HENRY H PAVHON. Register
Gradual, Pslmer Sehoel el Chlraprettl,
peas; thicken more If needed and
Offlce Hour,:
Estate of Henry Pearsons
Mondays,
Wodneidry,, Friday,. 10-12; 2-t|
serve the peas and gravy poured KNOX COUNTY.
7 8. Tueidayj, T8ur,d|y,. 10-12; 2-9;
round the meat.
In Court of Probate held at Rockland on
Saturday,, 10-12. T,l. 888
The skin from mutton should ba the 30th day of January. A D 1925
S. Pearsons. Executor on fhe estate
carefully removed, as In the skin 1* of Harry
Henry Pearsons, late of Rockland, in said
the objectionable flavor of wool.
DR. T. L McBEATH
County, deceased, having presented his final

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

(®. 1926. Western Newepeper Union.)

Df. Edwards’ Olive Tablets Get
at the Cause and Remove It
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets, the sub
stitute for calomel, act gently on the
bowels and positively do the work.
People afflicted with bad breath find
quick relief through Dr. Edwards'Olive
Tablets. The pleasant, sugar-coated
tablets are taken for bad breath by all
who know them.
Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets act gen
tly but firmly on the bowels and liver,
stimulating them to natural action,
clearing the blood and gently purifying
i the entire system. They do that which
| dangerous calomel does without any of,
the bad after effects.
AU the benefits of nasty, sickening,
• griping cathartics are derived from
, Dr. Edwards’ Olive Tablets without
; griping, pain or any disagreeable effects.
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the
formula after seventeen years of prac
tice among patients afflicted with bowel
and liver complaint, with the attendant
bad breath.
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetable
compound mixed with olive oil; you
will know them by their olive color.
Take one or two every night for a week
and note the effect. 15c and 30c.

SHEET MUSIC
All the Latest Song Hits

20c and 25c
Specials

15 Cents
V. F. Studley Inc.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

account of administration of said estate for
allowance:
Ordered. That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Courier-Gazette,
published in Rockland, In said County, that
all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court to be held at Rockland, on the
seventeenth day of February next, and show
cause. If any they have, why the said ac
count should not he allowed.
EDWARD K GOULD. Judge.
A true copy,—Attest:
14-8-20
HENRY H PAYSON. Reglder.

Osteopathic Physician ,
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephone 136

SR UNION ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
Graduate of American 8chool of
Osteopathy

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Estate of Nathan B. Allen

STATE OF MAINE

KNOX. SS.
At a Probate Court held at Roukland in
and for said County of Ktiox, on the 30th
day of January, In the year of our Lord,
ono thousand nine hundred and twenty five.
A Certain Instrument, purporting to be
the last Will and Testament of Nathan B.
Allen, late of Rockland, in said County, hav
ing been presented for probate and a peti
tion asking for the appointment of Amory It.
Allen, as administrator with the will annexed
having been presented.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persns Interested, hy causing a copy of
this Order to Iw published three weeks suc
cessively In Tlie Courier-Gazette, a news
paper published at Rockland, in said County,
that they may apiwar at a Probate Court to
be held at Roek'and In and for said Cunty,
on the 17th day of February, A. D. 1925, at
nine o’clock in the forenon, and show caus”.
If any thej have, why the prayer cf the pe
titioner should not be granted
EDWARD K. GOULD. Judge of Probate.
A true copy, - Attest :
) 14-8 20
HENRY H PAYSON. Register.
Estate of Elvira A. Coombs

XOWCE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
January 2ft, 1925 he wah duly appointed ad
ministrator of the estate of Elvira A. Coombs
late of Rockland in the County of Knox, de
ceased. and on thia date’was qualified to
fill raid trust by giving bond as the law di
rects.
All persons having demands against the
estate, are desired to present the aanle for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment immediately to me
or to Frank B. Miller of Rockland, my le
gally appointed Agent for Maine
WILLIAM 8 COOMBS.
Worcester, Mass
Feb. 2, 1925.
Feb. 7-14-21
Sstate of Leslie A. Howard
NOTH’E
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
February 5, 1925 he was duly appointed adnrilstrator of the estate of Leslie A. How
ard, late of Warren in the County of Knox,
deceased, and on this date was qualified to
fill said trust by giving bond as the law di
rects
All persons having demands against tlie
estate, are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Immediately to
CHARLES R 5UGBE

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
i
i

Th, Famou, 8k„t Mu,la you »•« «4»,rtl„(l id all th, leading maiulne,.
Ov,r
220
,eleetlea»—,eed
far

aatalaoua
MAINE MUSIC CO.. Rockland, Ma.

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D
Office Hour,: I te 3 and 7 te I f. M.

Realdenea until 9 A. M. and by Anpelatmea*

Telephene

104

THOMASTON. ME.

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

PLUMBING

HEATING

TEL. Z44£W
117-tf

A. C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

L. R. CAMPBELL
Attorney At Law
875 MAIN 8T. ROCKLAND. MB.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
TIIE DIAMOND
I>IAM<>\’1> BRAND.

Y.adlen! Aslryonr Dranfst fr

< hl-chea*ters Diamond Braaw,,

Pilla in Red and Gold metalHc\
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribboo.'

InKS-AsKt
yew known esBsst.SafesLAlweysR

*• V
Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 14, 1925.

Central Radio System in New Project
- Gives Every Apartment Four Choices

WIELDS THE PRUNING

A Question

A
Question
?

WARREN

t Station WNAC, owned by the Sbep-

‘rd Stores of Boston and Providence,
ame into existence in July, 1922, and
ritbin a few months remote controls
jrcre operating into several hotels, pub
lic buildings and concert halls. Opera,
musical comedy and entire plays were
(roadcast direct from the stage.
The first program of the day begins
‘ 10 :J0 a. m.This comprises the
_/NAC American Woman's Club Talks,
lollowed by time signals and weather
reports at noon and at 12:15 services
!from King's Chapel. There is a mis-

RAZORS AND RADIO
Manganese Needful Fjjr Both
Luxuries—Is Sought In
Far Climes.
From Paris it is announced that a
United States firm haa won the con
cession for the Tehiaturi manganese
mines biggest in the world, so
America can shave in the morning
with a steady, untroubled hand.
“There is a very intimate connec
tion between Tehiaturi, deep in an
arid ravine under the Caucasus
snow peaks, and the cutting edge of
the daily razor.” cays a bulletin of
the National , Geographic Society
4-from its headquarters at Washing
ton,* D. C.
“Razors are steel. Steel is iron.
But steel also is carbon and silicon and
sulphur and phosphorous and man
ganese; for steel is an alloy just as
surely as bronze or aluminum are al
loys.
Gary and Bethlehem and
Pittsburg can get iron from Minne
sota and mwt of the ‘seasoning’ for
their steel in the United States, but
they must go abroad for much of
their manganese!
Comes From Georgia, Russia
“Georgia, not the United States
Commonwealth, but the Soviet Re
public which is federated with Rus
sia, lies along the southern slopes of
the giant Caucasus Mountains which
cut it off from Russia like the Py
renees cut off Spain from France.
Oil is Georgia’s chief mineral re
source and manganese is second. Oil
at Baku, on the Caspian Sea. did
much to build the Transcaucasian
railroad from Baku to Batum, on the
Black Sea, back in the eighties, but
manganese found use for it first“A few miles west of Tiflis, which
is the capital of Georgia, a narrow
gauge branch railroad now wir.da
through the deep cut of the Kvirila
River. its’terminal 25 mMes from
th*‘ main line is Tehiaturi, which is
about 130 miles from the ports of
Batum or Potl. Round about Tehia
turi are next to the largest known
rich deposits of the rare earth call
ed manganese ore. Although this
region is supposed to have 200,000,000 tons awaiting the pick, Brazil is
said to have a mountain of it, but
this particular Brazilian deposit is
so far inland that its exploitation is
impracticable at present.
“Before scientist^ discovered that
manganese
would
facilitate
the
process of making steel and before
'they found that a certain per cent
made steel wonderfully hard, the
Tehiaturi Mountain district was in
habits ted by a fe\V scattered herders.
In prosperous times 4000 miners now
work the hills. A herder
sheep
knows little about mining so at first
Italian miners were imported to
work the strata. But the mining is
easy and comparatively safe so the
Georgians soon caught on and now
the great majority of workmen are
natives.
Brought Theater and Hot Baths

“Before the World War much was

Beware Of Coughs
That Hangs On
Pneumonia and serious lung trouble
usually start with a cough. So if you
have a cold or cough—stop it at once
with a few doses of that fine old medi
cine, Kemp’s Balsam. This famous
Balsam soothes' the nerves of the
throat, stops the tickling cough and
nature does therest. Noformof cough
syrup so good for children’s coughs.
30 cents at all stores.

For that Cough f
KEMP’S BALSAM

Page five

Is It wise tq experiment with some
thing else when you are sure of a
doctor's prescription that has been
wonderfully successful for over 100
years?

{Johnson's
•*™™LInlment
has been helping humanity for wore
than a century. The dangerous
Grippy or Bronchial Cold—the
threatening Sore Throat—the ter
rifying Cramps—the treacherous
Chills—all yield readily to the faith
ful use of this famous old family
remedy. 25 and 50 cents. All dealers.
Internal and External Use

WARREN EQUITY CASE

Lester Dolham returned the first
of this week from Somerville, Muss., j Justice Wilson’s Findings In
where he has been
visiting his
Andrews vs. St. George
daughter Mrs. Feyler.
Lodge.
Mrs. B. E. Watts spent Wednesda> afternoon in Roekland, visiting
In the equity case of Robert J.
her daughter. Mis. L. E.- McRae.
Mrs. Bertha Achorn who has been Andrews of Warren vs St- George
the guest of friends in Bangor a few Lodge of Masons, et ala, which was
days returned 4ome Tuesday.
heard at the January term of the
Mr. and Mrs. Holland Thompson Knox County supreme Judicial court,
of Friendship were guest* Monday
of XLr- and Mrs. Mansfield Robinson, the following findings and rulings
have been handed down by Justice
South Warren road.
Rev. 11. M. Purrington and Rev. Scott Wilson:
• • • •
C- D. Paul attended tile Knox Coun
Tills cause was heard on the 13th
ty Ministerial Association in Rock
day of January, 1925. on hill, answer,
land Monday.
Frank Crockett who lias been in replication and proof, and was arg
poor health all winter nt the home ued by counsel. The defendant, St.
of his sister. Mrs. Charles Nichols. George Lodge of Masons, is now, and
South Warren Road is now routined ever since prior to 1902. has been
the owner of a lot of land in War
to his lied.
ren in the County of Knox situated
The World Wide Guild will meet
v i'h Mrs. Boyd Kaler next .Monday on the southwesterly corner of Main
street and East Union street in the
ening.
village of Warren: and the plaintiff
l.e chl'dren of tlie intermediate i
now cwns an adjoining parcel of
school requested of their teacher,
land on' the west and fronting on
Mrs. Abbie .1. Newbert. early in the said Main street.
week, that they lie allowed to ob
In 1902, a public utility laid its
serve Lincoln's birthday with ap
propriate exercises, and under her mains in East Union street for the
able leadership presented the follow supply of water for domestic pur
Mrs. M. K. Stewart, the Bedtime Story Lady; (Insert) Mr. John
Shepard, 3rd Vice-President cf the Shepard Stores, and I. B.
ing program Friday afternoon. Mu poses on Main street to a bridge
sic. Vera Partridge; "His Old Ken over the Georges River beginning
Robinson, Chief Operator.______________
tucky Home.” Junior Jameson: "Lin in front of the premises now owned
cllaneous musical program from one to and Friday at six o'clock.
coln at .School,” Dorothy Sidelinger: by tlie plaintiff, no supply pipes or
WNAC is equipped with a 500 watt “Lincoln a Favorite." Walfred Er- mains were laid In Main street in
wo and from three to four. Mrs. Wilani H. Stewart gives the children half Western Electric radio telephone trans kkilia: "Great Physical and Mental front of the premises of either the
our periods on Monday, Wednesday mitter.
Powers." Roger Teague: “A New defendant Lodge or the plaintiff.
World Open," Lindley’ Wiley; “Lin The Lodge obtained its eater from
coln Ixtaves Indian Wood For Illin the utility's main in East Union
ois Prairies,” Velio iManner; "Clerk street through a supply pipe enter
GRANDMA'S RADIO
BO, FOR PANAMA!
in a Country Store," Vera Partridge: ing its basement from said East
Coin’ to see my GrnndiiHi
"Trying To Get Office,” Edgar Wi Union street.
Used to lx? such heaps of fun;
At a meeting of the Lodge held
Army Recruiting Office Of ley: "Lincoln’s National Debt," Grace July
She never cared about the noise,
14. 1902 the Lodge voted to
Moody: "Elected To State Legisla
And 1 could jump and run :
Sometimes I’d <-ha>:e the kitty,
fers Tempting Chances ture,” Halvor Libby; "Lincoln Re grant permission to the plaintiff's
Just to sec l ow fast she’d go,
elected a Second, a Third and a ( predecessor in title to lay a pipe un
But that was all before the days
For Enlistment.
Fourth Time." Robert Robinson: der the wall of a projtoscd extension
Of Grandma’s radio.
"Lincoln's
First
Love,"
Marion of Its main building to be located
The local recruiting officer, with Stackpole; "Love and Marriage." Oer- on land lying between its main build
My Grandma’s cookie jar
Was Ailed up to the brim.
headquarters at Fort Williams, an o'.d Brown: “Lincoln Everybody's , ing, and the plaintiff's premises on
But now she hasn’t time »o btfte,
the west, In order that the plaintiff's
Since she s been listenin’ in.
nounces that enlistments are now Friend." Thelma Starrett: "Begin
And all I hear is, “Hush, hush, hush.
ning To Debate Slavery,” Josef Vin- predecessor in title, might obtain a
authorized for Panama to till existing
Don't bother people so”
♦
al: "I incnln-Douglas Debates.” By supply of water.
Can’t have a bit of fun. since Grandma
\ acancicz.
The branches of the ron Welderkehr; "Lincoln Before
• • . •
Got that radio.
service for which enlistments are de People of the United Stales." Ver- 1 The plaintiff’s predecessor in title
Once I said to Grandma,
sired are as follows: Infantry, Coast non Packard: "On the Way To thereupon proceeded at his to lay a
"Say. wlMt’eha bearin’ now?”
"Hush, hush.” she said, “it’s recipes;
Artillery, Air Service, Ordnan.e De Washington.” George Davis: "Lin supply pi|>e from the building, under
They’re tollin’ me just how
coln Inaugurated President," Wesley the basement of the so-called exten
partment,
Quartermaster
Corps, Toltnan; "The Storm Breaks." Alden sion of the main building, where It
To bake a pie.” and then she wrote it
In a little book;
Medical Department, Chemical War Watts; "Uprooting Slavery." Arnold was connected with supply pipes of
Can't see It’s done ny any good,
‘Cause idle don’t stop to cook.
Castner; "Lincoln's Love For the the Lodge; and for a period of about
fare Service.
With ilie receipt of this quota to Soldier.” Leland Boggs: “Elected twelve years the plaintiff’s prede
My Grandma always listens.
No matter what she hears.
he filled in this district for Panama, Again." Hazel Moody; "Tlie Last cessor obtained his supply of water
And sometimes she is full of smiles.
men who anticipate entering the Days of The War," Margaret Haskell: for his building through this pipe,
And sometimes—full of tears;
service wiP. find an exceptional op “The Death of Abraham Lincoln,” paying the utility commission there
One day she listened fast asleep,
portunity at this time to realize their Katherine Spear: "Speech at Gettys for the regular rates.
I know, ’cause I heard snores:
W1>en she waked up. she said. “Oil, pshaw
In 1914. owing to the improper lay
ambition and will not regret an en burg." Joseph | Stackpole: exercise
I’ve missed the football scores ”
prayer, ing of the supply pipe underneath
listment spent in the Panama De consisting of marching:
partment. Men who are enlisted for school; flag salute; "Respect the the so-called extension and the con
So visitin' at Grandma’s
Ain't what it used to be;
Panama will have an opportunity to Flag." Joseph Stackpole; “The Am sequent freezing in winter, with the
They even put the kitty now
view the world's premier engineer erican’s Greed." school, concluding interruption of the -service during
Where site can’t play with me;
ing project and will have ample time with remarks by Rev. C. D. Paul and th" old weather and the consequent
ibid a’l that I'm allowed to do
Ls sit and whisper low.
to understand the marvel of this en Supt. F. D. Rowe. The schoolroom annoyance to the Lodge and its ten
Gee! there’s no more fun at Grandma’s
gineering feat In addition to experi was appropriately decorated with , ants. the pipes originally laid
Since she pot that radio.
pictures in memory of Lincoln. Sev through the basement of the exten
Floreme Hascall Butler In Boston Trans encing the peculiarities of a tropi eral visitors were present Io enjoy
sion so-called were practically aban
cal climate with a generous portion
cript.
of climate similar to the Indian sum this well balanced program and doned and a pipe running overhead
many words of commendation spoken in said basement was substituted
mer of New England.
done to maintain good living con
The various branches of the serv ret only in praise of the children's and connected with the supply pipes
ditions for the miners. Homes were ice for which enlistments are desired fine work but also of the tact and of the Lodge In its basement for use
lAiilt for them together with an in are stationed at intermediate points ability of their talented leader, Mrs. only during the summer and mild
stitution for hot baths, so dear to along the Canal and at both enter- Newbert.
weather. During the w inter months
At the Sunday morning service at until 1918 water was obtained by the
tfie Georgian
heart.
Electricity anccs of this forty-two mile water
came into the mountains for the way and no matter where a man is the Congregational church the pas tenants of the plaintiff's building by
mines and the villages. Manganese stationed he is always in short travel tor. Rev. G. I). Paul, will speak on other means than through the supply
even brought a theater to Tehiaturi. distance of either the Pacific or At “Esau, A Profane Man.” His topic pipes.
• • • •
“When the branch railroad reach lantic. The Infantry organizations for the evening service will be "The
From 1918 until the purchase In
ed the deposits there was great re are stationed near to the Canal, the Price of the Hidden Treasure."
Sunday morning at the Baptist 1923 of the. premises on the west by
joicing’ because previously all. ore Coast Artillery mans the world’s
had to be taken over perilous moun largest guns at both entrances church Rev. II. M. Purrington will the plaintiff, the supply pipe sup
tain paths S5. miles to the main line. namely Fort Clayton on the Pacific present the first two sermons oil plying his building was disconnected
Seldom more’ than a ton could he side and Gatun Island on the Atlan “Tlie Beatitudes." speaking with in the main basement of the Lodge
carried by bullock cart at one time. tic side. While the Panama Ca "The Meek" as his subject. For the and such tenants that occupied the
The old Russian government built nal is looked upon ns a great evening service the thought will he plaintiffs property during that per
On last iod received no water through this
the branch line but freight charges commercial advantage it is also an “Personal Experience.”
were so high, it is said that they attraction for an expansive colony Sunday night Mrs. Fred Butler sang pi|ie. After the plaintive purchased
paid the railroad’s cost in two years. of Americans who reside at the great a solq, and it is expected there will in 1923 he again connected the pipes
pleasure resort of Tahogga Island be another musical treat for this laid by his predecessor with the sup
India Passes Georgia
and to whom the uniform of United Sunday night. The Chrlstlon En ply pipe of the lodge, which was
“Up to the time of the World War. State ;• always a welcome sight. deavor meeting nt 6 o'clock will have soon afterward, with 'the knowledge
Georgia led the world in production Men serving in Panama will have as its subject “The Friendliness of if the Lodge, disconnected by the
defendant Starrett as tenant occupy
of manganese except for the periods the opportunities of viewing places Jesus.”
"Treasure Canyon" with an all- ing the basement and lower floor of
of depression in 1907 wind 1908/ Then in great variety of traditional and
its rival. India, passed it (’losing of historic interest and the experience star cast including Marie Wairamp the main building and extension.
As a result these proceedings have
the Bosporus in 1921 practically of ;tn enlistment in Panama ls an and W. G Scott, and (he two-reel
(duration of untold value. Informa comedy "The Betrayal of Maggie," is been brought to determine the
sealed the Georgian mines.
“The^ United States has always tion with the view to enlistment for tonight's picture program at Glover rights of the parties.
Tlie plaintiff claims an easement
imported manganese heavily from any of these vacancies will he read Hal,.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Andrews and in the premises of the Lodge by es
Brazil where the mines are in Minus ily supplied at the local recruiting
Gereas about 300 miles northwest station, men who desire to enter the two children of Whitman, Mass, arc toppel. under the doctrine laid down
in Davis V. Briggs. 117 Me.. 536; the
from Rio de Janeiro- During the service for any of these assignments visiting at R. J. Andrews'.
defendant that only an oral license
war America developed her own will find It to their advantage to make
was granted to the plaintiffs prede
manganese resources and is using Immediate application as these va
NORTH UNION
cessor in title in pursuance of the
them today to some extent. The cancies must be filled -by March 25.
vole of the .Lodge in 1902, which
principal steel producing countries 1925 to enable men to lie shipped
Mr. and Mrs. George Norwood of whatever the rights of tile licensee
have in the past each drawn their eari£ in April.
Io addition to these vacancies the Smith Union were tlie guests of liei were under If, did not pass by the
chief manganese supplies from a
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Thurs j conveyance of his grantee.
different source; Germany
from 5th Infantry located in Portland ton '-nnd.iy.
• ♦ • •
I Georgia, England from India, where Harbor. Maine, offers ei.IistmeiKs to
Mis Fred Pease of Burkettville and
The Uourt finds from the evidence
it is found in the Presidency, of qualified applicants wlili can read,
grandson Raymond Pease were tile that there was no Intent on the part
Madras and in central India, and the write and speak the English lan
weekend guests of her daughter. ' of 'he Lodge in 1902, which, what
United States from Brazil. Mon guage and who have had at least a Mrs Ralph Luce.
ever the lights of the licensee were
tana, the Blue Ridge Mountains of grammar school education. At this
Mrs. Mary Maddocka was in Bur- under It, did not pass by the conveyVirginia, Arkansas. Colorado and our lime there arc about thirty vacan
Keil'.’ille last week as the guest of 1 ar.ee to his grantee. The Court finds
own State of Georgia, are the cies in this organization and men
from the evidence that there was no
who desire service with one of the her s.ster. Mrs. G. E. Smith.
sources within the United States.
Mrs. <*. It. Thurston was in Ap intent on the part of the Lodge as
“Mag.v radio fan» also rely on Army's crack organization will find
pleton Sunday as the guest of Mr. , expressed In its vote or implied from
manganese. Grades of ore coming his ambitions fully satisfied through
and Mrs. fjeorge Thurston.
the circumstances proven, to grant
chiefly from Philipsburg, Montana, enlistment with the 5th Infantry.
Mr. an ! Mrs. I.eroy Luce of Union a permanent easement in its prop
Tlie Coast Artillery stationed at
are important constituents of tlie dry
Fort Preble, and other Coast Artil were gut sts of Mr. and Mrs. Jiffin erty. but only a mere license, a
cell or dry battery.”
neighborly act for the accommodalery organizations in the First Corps Luce recently.
Mrs. Raymond Maddocks of Apple- : tion of the then owner of the plain
Area offer varied opportunities to
ton was the weekend guest of her tiff's property.
Rural homes and small villages of qualified men. Numerous bauds in
The manner in which the pipes
this Corps Area and also the U. S. parents, 5lr. and Mrs Albert Thurs
Vermont supply 422 of the 633 stu M. A. Band. West Point, N. Y.. have ton.
were laid ’does not disclose any In
dents registered in the normal train- openings for qualified musicians.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Sukeforth tent to claim, or understanding, that
1 ing courses of the State University Any information pertaining to en and children were in Washington a permanent easement had been thus
' acquired.
■ the State Normal School, Lyndon listments in the At my will be cheer Sunday as the glints of her mother.
Whether the plaintiff's predecessor
; Institute, and the one-year normal fully dispensed at the local recruit -Mrs. Mary Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Roher' Esancy and ■ l»y reason of such expense as he in
j classes in selected high schools. ing station located at the Postoffice,
childly it were'lhe weekend guests of curred could have claimed an ir
Large villages furnished 127 of the Rockland.
ter parents Mr. and Mrs. John Em revocable license, is not necessary to
whole number, 34 came from Ktrge
consider. He acquired thereby no in
Three Crow Extract Peppermint, mons.
towns and. small cities, and only 50
from
the leaves.
has ' Mary E. Maddocks called on Mrs. terest in the land which he could asfrom Burlington. Rutland, and Barre, distilled
j sign or convey, or that would pass
JCh,li lei ", hurston this w eek.
strength and purity.—advthe principal cities of .the Stale

KNIFE

Director Lord, Who Chaperones Uncle Sam On His Shop
ping Trips, Tells of His Efforts To Reduce the Budget
To Three Billion Dollars.
[Second Installment]
Don’t attempt too much. Do less
and do it better. Spend less and ac
complish more. Operate less and co
operate more. A young man’s new
trousers were too long. He asked
mother to shorten them. Mother was
too busy. He asked sister. Sister
Was too busy. Thrown upon his
own resources, he cut a section from
each leg and put the trousers aside
for Sunday. Later mother regretted
her failure lo attend to the son’s re
quest. aiul cut another section off
the rapidly recoiling trouser legs.
Sister's conscience troubled her also.
She cut off another piece. Sunday
morning the young man ruefully re
marked: '*What tills family needs Is
less operation and more co-opera
tion.”
This conclusion applies with equal
force to the Federal GovernmentWe need less uncoordinated opera

long standing under our immediate
ar.d constant observation most fre
quently escape corrective attention.
Suppose you then make a careful1
study of your offiie operations anti
yeur department methods lit search i
of blue stripes. You may find blue
stripes on your personnel. You may
discover a dark blue streak in your
correspondence. Tlie methods you
employ for procuring and using sup
plies may have a cerulean tinge.
Robin's egg may lie the prevailing
color of other activities in your d»partment. Blue stripes and red
.ape no longer have legitimate place
in Government operations. Onv of
•lie departments recently disconti iucd the use of red tape for tying
maps and packages. May this he
significant of the elimination from
the Federal service of all that led
tape typifies.
, It may seem to you that I have
devoted an unwarranted amount of
time to the discussion of llltle things—
small savings. Economy in small
matters is fundamental. If we could
get tile entire Federal personnel com
mitted as a matter of habit and
principle to the scrupulous us? and
care of thumb tacks, paper < dps.
pins, pens and pencils, wc c mid
safely dismiss all larger considera
tions from thought. Watchful rate
over .greater interests follows eco
nomical administration of minor
matters as inevitably ns day f diows
flight.
Riling Up Estimates

tion and more cooperation. Tile de
partments and bureaus of the Gov
ernment have really made encourag
ing progress along coordinating and
oo-opcratlng lines The spirit of mu
tual helpfulness is becoming more
and more manifest. But there is still
room for improvement, with especial
reference to co-operation with the
President in carrying out literally
and uncomplaining Ills policies of re
trenchment.
If the Government officials present
tonight would go from this meeting
determined with the opening of busi
ness on the morrow to begin a re
lentless paring of expenditures re
solved to institute immediately a
pitiless review and revision of their
operating programs, prepared to
commit themselves unreservedly to
the salvaging of that interfering
$62,990,000. there would be a fall in
the spending barometer several de
grees below tlie three billion mark.
We can, if we will, make this Two
Per Cent saving campaign note
worthy in Government annals as the
high water mark of tlie economy
wave. The need is squarely before
you. The outcome rests with you.
Let no guilty penny escape.
Still Harping On Economy

The campaign to modify your op
erating program this year l« but a
phase of our continued fight for re
trenchment. One of the most sig
nificant and reassuring reactions to
the pica for economy in government
comes from the rank and file of Fed
eral personnel. From the bureaus
in Washington and from field agen
cies come reports of modest savings
effected by the utilization of old
wrappings and twine, the conversion
of obsolete forms into serviceable
scratch pads, and savings in other
ways too numerous to mention,
many ingenious, most of them con
structive, all of them commendable.
1 have tangible, visible testimony
of economy in the use of supplies In
this soiled munila envelope. For
more than two months it did right
loyal and efficient service between
two agencies of the Department of
Agriculture.
Its ragged seats and roughened face
Ta) tribute to guod service done,
While every tear and grimy trace
Are just so many medals won.

I shall return It to the Department
of Agriculture for the further serv
ice of which it is capable.
Blue Stripes and Red Tape

How many in this gatitering have
noted the blue stripe in mail bags?
How many of you, who have noted
this stripe, have asked what particu
lar purpose it served? A represen
tative of the Bureau of the Budget
noticed the stripe and asked the
Postoffice officials what useful part
it played? No good reason could be
given for its use. It added one cent
a yard to the cost of the canvas and
reduced the value of canvas scrap
sold.
The Bostoffiee Department
promptly eliminated the stripe from
its specifications, effecting an an
nual saving to the Government of
nearly $49,000. This incident illus
trates the difficulty of detecting the
obvious. Customs and procedures of
as an appurtenance to ids premises.
Because it was difficult or impos
sible for him to obtain water from
the public supply, except by the con
sent of the Lodge, imposed no legal
burden on the Lodge to grant such
permit, or ipso facto changed what
was intended as a mere license 4o a
permanent casement. The statutes
of frauds cannot be suspended with
every necessity which arises.
The use which the plaintiff's
predecessor in title had under his
license for 15 ot more years was
ample compensation for the small
expense he incurred in installing the
pipe. To revoke the license now
will leave the plaintiff in no worse
condition than he would have been,
had no license been granted, a rea
sonable time for the removal of the
pipes being given.

•»
If I have a special pica to make
tonight it is an appeal for loyalty
and still more loyalty to the Presi
dent and his policies. The question
of loyalty t-o the President's program
arises when we consider the esti
mates for appropriations for 1926
Jnue 30, last, at the meeting of tlie
Business Organization of the Go>ernment to which I have previously
referred, the President said:
"You are now preparing your pre
liminary estimates for the llseiil year
1926. Fur that fiscal year it will b"
my purpose to transmit to Congress
estimates of appropriations which,
excluding the Interest on and reduc
tion in the public debt, and the
Postal Service, will not exceed
$1,800,000,000. This tentative limita
tion is In furtherance of m.v program
for a progressive reduction in the
cost of Government."
If the estimating agencies of the
Government were roally aiming at
the President's $1,800,000,000, they
won no medals for marksmanship.
With four exceptions they all over
shot the mark. Their target practice
must have been characterized by the
lackadaisical, care free attitude of
the private on the target range.
The officer in charge, seeing that the
private wasn't hitting anything,
shouted “What's-the matter, John
son? Where are they going?" "1
don't know, sir, where they're going,"
replied Johnson, as he banged away,
“hut they're sure leavin' here.” It
is difficult' to believe that those In all
thority should have known where
their estimates were going, or how
widely they were missing the mark
set up by the President. The pre
liminary estimates for 1926 totaled
$2,101,701 344.75, or
$301,701,344.75
more than the President's maximum.
Under reducing treatment, prescrib
ed toy the President, these estimates
lost a great deal of their adiposity,
and finally weighed in at $1,777,377,711.48 which is the amount- carried
in the 1926 Budget for all purposes
except the public debt and Postal
service. This Is $324,323,633.27 less
than the amount originally asked by
the depariments and independent
establishments.
• • * •
The Director of the Bureau of the
Budget was interested fo know the
factors involved in I he extraordinary
over-estimate of $234,000,000- The
original estimates were presumably
submitted in good faith by Govern
ment officials familiar with the Pres
ident's policy and in sympathy with
his aims. It was found that the
greater portion of this generous
overruh was wanted for the purpose
of enlarging approved projects and
for developing new activities. One
Federal official asked $115,000 ap
proximately In place of a very mod
est amount with which lie had been
functioning quite satisfactorily, lie
desired to enlarge his plan of opera
tion many times over although there
was no immediate need for such ex
pansion. I invited his attention to
the Presldont'e policy as announced
nt that same last business meeting,
that we should not enter new fields
of enterprise, and should carry on
approved and necessary
projects
with the smallest possible expendi
ture. I suggested to him that he
could have learned something from
Arthur's wife.
* « « •

Arthur, a city-bred young man,
married a city-bred young lady of
artistic tastes. The .happy couple
went to live in the country. The
bride wisely kept a household bud
get. At- the end of the first month she
called the attention of her husband
to thy fact that during that month
they hud spent so much for milk, so
much for cream, so much for butter,
and so much for eggs. “Now.” said
she, "if we had a cow we’d save all
of that.” Site must have had an un
usual cow in mind, ln^ic interest
of economy they visited a neighbor
ing dairyman in search of u cow.
The dairyman showed them just the
dearest Jersey you ever saw. It had
the most melancholy eyes, of a shade
of Itrown that harmonized perfectly
with the general color scheme of the
unintal. It chewed Its cud in the
most genteel manner imaginable.
Those aesthetic traits made a great
impression upon the lady, who was
on the point of advocating purchase
when the dairyman, to clinch the
bargain, stated that the cow gave
fourteen quarts of milk daily- "Why,
Arthur." said the bride, "we cannot
possibly u*e as much milk as that.
We don’t need so large a cow. Get
a calf."
The Federal official with the $115.000 estimate got a calf—$17,000.
This amount wifi not enable him to
do all that he wanted to do in the
way he wanted to do it. but will per
mit him to do all that it Is necessary
fur him to do in ibe way it Is necessary

"Pape’s Cold Compound"
Breaks a Cold Right Up
Take two tal>lets every three
hours until three
doses are taken.
Tlie first dose
always gives re
lief. The second
and third doses
completely break
up the c o I tl.
Pleasant ar.d safe

to take.
Con
tains no quinine
or opiates. Mil
lions use “Pape’s Cold Compound.”
Price, thirty-five cents. Uruggista
guarantee it.
to do it. Herein lies tile explanation
of that formidable. I almost said in
excusable. $324,000,000. .Forgetful or
heedless of the President's admoni
tion. Federal officials came to tlie
Bureau of the Budget with ambiti
ous and expansive aspirations in
plate cf conaervative anil practical
ideas that more nearly represented
the need of tlie hour.
Claiming Credit

The amount of reduction In Fed
eral expenditures directly tine lo
executive pressure exerted through
the Bureau of the Budget will alwaya
lie a moot question and an idle one.
The Director of the Bureau of tile
Budget has never made extravagant
claims of extraordinary savings ef
fected under Budget control. II« has
been content to point to falling ex
penditures, the development of team
work and tlie spread of tile gospel ef
economy with efficiency in the Fed
eral t-'civlce. thankful that he ha«
hail opportunity to participate with
you in tills great and good work. In
the field of estimates, however, lie
can point to definite achievements
that admit of no challenge. In the
four Budget years there has been
pruned front executive estimates b.v
the Bureau of the Budget, acting for
the President, a total of $1,203,771,929 92, an amount nearly equal to the
national debt when wc went into the
World War.
In effecting these reductions in es
timates no arbitrary or pro rata ruts
were made. That the work was
scientifically and wisely dor.e in the
main is writ large In resulting appcoprlations.
After careful and
painstaking study liy the experienced
legislators of the Appropriations
Committees of the Senate and
House. Congress has practically rat
ified tlie I’resident's budgets. For
1924 and 1923 Congress reduced
executive estimates by less than
one-fourth of one per centExpenditures Within Receipts

* With no change in the program as
carried ill the 1926 Budget, we will
end the year witli a balanced liadgej
and a surplus of $67,884,489. What
ever modification we make in our
operating program that will result in
additional saving will, of course,
serve to swell this expected surplus.
You will recall.that at the last meet
ing of tliis organization tlie Presi
dent s'ated that a surplus of not less
than $108,000,000 should lie our aim
this sesr. The President toss Un
mind always, as wc should always
have in mind, the relief of the tax
payer whose money we spend. If
ever Government officials and Gov
ernment employes had opportunity
to immortalize themselves, that op
portunity presents itself now. If
ever Federal officials and Federal
employes wkerc afforded opportun
ity to dignify and ennoble their
Jobs, that opportunity is offered
now.f Back of the irritating and
ceaseless whittling down of esti
mates. back of this three billion dol
lar catnitaign, back of the demand
for a balanced budget, back of the
urgent, insistent, continuing appeal
for economy is the unalterable in
tention of the President of the
United States to cut taxes down and
relieve, not business alone, but the
rank and file of the people of this
great nation. Demand for increased
allowances for established projects,
pressure for larger appropriations
for great works, appeals for funds
for entry into nc.v and Inviting fields
of Federal exploitation. protests
against reduction in operations, ob
jection to the suspension of actlvititw that offer legitimate opportuni
ties for retrenchment must all come
under the measuring stick of neces
sity as compared with the great anil
admitted need of the taxpayer and
those dependent upon him. If we
arc not in full sympathy with the
program of the Chief Executive, if
we are not prepared to sacrifice our
personal wishes, plans and opinions
to tlie general administrative policy,
if wc are not willing to make our
pride of performance sulisidiary to
the welfare of the Government as a
whole, if we are not ready to march
loyally with the President along the
highroad of economy, we should en
list under another flag.

No Dope in
ALLEN’S

LUNG

HEALER
Nothing harmful or injurious en
ters into its composition. No habit
forming or ytupetylng drugs. Less
than 1 per cent alcohol.
It can be
safely given to Infants or the infirm.
Composed of wholesome, hody-buliding antiseptic, healing, penetrating
oils and extracts obtained from
plants, the combined activities of
which have a marked effect on the
lungs and throat. It lias proven far
superior to cod liver oil for actual
results in obstinate and deep-seated
coughs and inllamnvttion. Gives great
relief to consumptives.
Price 60
cents.
Sold in Rockland by the Kittredge
Pharmacy.

“For that Tickle in your Throat
and to Ease your cough we rec
ommend ALLEN'S BRONCHO
THROAT TABS.”

Page Six
THOMASTON
Mrs. Harris Kalloch and son Hav
iland are leaving for Boston today
where they will join Captain Kal
loch and remain for the remainder
of the winter.
rAlrs. Charles C. McDonald who
has recovered from a recent illness
has gone to visit in Boston. New
York and Washington, D. C. in com
pany of a Camden friend.
Mrs. Ora Roney and daughter
Jeanette who have been in town for
several days returned to Portland
Friday. Mrs. Roney’s father went
with them for a visit.
Mrs. Frank (Ella) Beverage is the
guest of her son Frank in Rockland.
She will go la'ter to Portland.
Miss Leila M. Clark is at home
after a week visiting in Boston and
-Worcester.
Mrs. Fred Smalley of St. George
who has been the guest of her moth
er. Mrs. Isaac Jameson for a week,
returned home Wednesday.
Miss Corrlne Maloney who has
been the guest of her sister in Wal
doboro the past week, is again with
Mrs. Jameson.
The remains of Frances M. Weeks,
infant daughter of (>. B. and Ethel
M. Dole We< ks, were taken to Bris
tol Wednesday for interment.
A masked dance l\v the music of
the Snappy Five Orchestra is on to
night at the Andrews Gymnasium,
under the auspices of the ParentTeacher Association.
Honors and
favors galore.
Capt. F. E. Watts enjoyed a few
hours of sunshine sitting upon his
piazza
yesterday.
Friends
are
pleased to note this improvement in
his health.
Miss Whelmar Cushman of the
Senior Class T. H. S., sp^nt the
weekend at her home in Friendship.
Services at St. John Baptist Epis
copal church Sunday will be church
school at 6.30 and evening song with
sermon at 7.30. The Guild will meet
with Mrs. Pitcher in
Rockland
Thursday.
The Courier-Gazette correspondent
received a card from Ellis G. Cope
land who with his wife is in SavanahHe writes of the beautiful
weather they are having “Just like
June in Maine.” temperature ranging
from 50 to 70 degrees above.

Dean’s Camden Orchestra made
such a success of Its last dance in
Watts hall that it is coming‘again
Monday night.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, February 14, 1925.
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ROCKLAND

IN

SECOND

Victory Over Camden'Makes Her the Runner-up For
Rockport—Rockland Girls Win With East
Last nights game in the Knox and
Lincoln League had the effect of
revolutionizing the standing. Rock
land High advanced to second posi
tion, displacing Thomaston High,
while Camden High dropped to last
place, and let Lincoln Academy ouj
of t'he cellar, Here is how she figures today:
Rockport High ....
Rockland High ....
Thomaston High..
Lincoln Academy
Camden High ....
• *
Rockland Boys 19, Camden Boys 12.
Rockland High continued her up
ward climb last night by defeating
Camden High 19 to 12 in a rather
slow game. The Megunti?o;k lads
had a shade the better of the first
half.
capitalizing their
superic.i
height and the haziness of the Rock
land defense. The end of the second
period saw the tally 11-9 with C. H.
S. on the long^ end.
Rockland went into the opening of
the second half with a totally differ
ent attitude and promptly took away
the Camden lead and was never again
in danger, adding 10 points to hei
total while the up-trackws scored
only through a foul toss by Capt
Gbrrish. The local outfit was truly
starless, but all the hoys worked hard
and well. The play was ragged in
places, but more than equalized this
with brilliance soon after. Gerrish
was Camden’s most effective player
doing well both at center and for
ward. The Camden outfit had it all
over Rockland in appearance and
snap, but lacked the albility to* carry
through their offensives. The sum
mary:
Rockland High
Goals Fouls Pts
Merchant, Ilf
1
0
I
Flanagan, If ...
1
Bird, rf ...........
Trafton, rf ....
Greene, c ......
Rounds, lg .....

Murphy, lg ....
Maxey, rg ......
Totals

Camden
Bath.

Hgh 12.

Referee*. Spear of j

• * » *
Rockland Girls 17, Camden Girls 11.
A strangely subdued Rockland team |
met and defeated the Camden girls. '
The customary comedy and hilarity
that marks the girls' contests was
conspicuously lacking, due to the fact
that the beloved leader of the Rock- I
land girls. Carolyn Perry, is critically ;
ill in a local hospital. The game odd- ;
iy enough took the slant of being a |
battle < f guards, with the attention '
< f the big crowd alternating from i
spectacul:r defensive work of Capt. i
Quinn and Hobbs against the drives
of the stellar Breen and her light
ning-dike helper. E. Perry, to the con- ]
sistently effective activities of Traf
ton pnd Hodgkins. This latter Miss
had \horoughly recovered from the
beautiful shiner she sustained in the
Rockport game, and played up to the
veteran star, Trafton, in a manner
which made it difficult to believe this
her first
as a guard. The summary:
Rockiar.d High
Goals Fouls Pts
Perry, rf ...................
Webber rf ..............
Brcene, If ...............
Griffin. Egan, c......
Smith. Biaxial 1, s<.
Trafton. rg ....:.......
Coin i t. rg .............Hodgkins, lg ........
Stevenso.-i, lg ..........

Totals

Camden High
N
Goals Fouls Pts.
Hobbs, lg ... ................. 0
Quinn, rg ...
Holman, sc
Stratton, c
Richards. If
Leads, If ...
Totals ....................

5

1

11

The score: Rockland High Girls
17 Camden High girls 11 Referee,
Spear of Bath.
The refereeing of Spear of Bath was
above reproach in both games and he
received words of appreciation from
losers as well as winners.
» » * •

Camden High
Goals Fouls Pts
Gerrish. rf ...
Ellston Luce is prepared to do all Fitzgerald, rl
In an exhibition game at Rockport
kinds of electrical work, prompt Nash. If ......
last night Rockport High defeated
service and prices right.—adv 18-tf
Gunnarson, <
: Booth’. ;iy Harbor High 34 to 12.
Gerrish, c ...
I Ausplund and Welt doing the bulk
Davis, rg ....
i of the scoring. Tibbetts and BartMayhew, lg
STRAND THEATRE
i lett played only in the third quarter
; The score will appear in Tuesday’s
Totals ........... ....... 4
"The Shooting of Dan McGrew,”
4
12 ' issue. The Camden C. A. C. defeated
The score:
a film version-.of the famous Robert
Rockland High 19, 1 the Rockport Locals.
W. Service poem is today’s feature.
This new picture tells the whole
story of the dramatic hate between
CAMDEN
WITH THE BOWLERS
two men. an actual happening in the
days of the Yukon . gold rush. The
■Hhir,,t; ';fthe
,h CBoard
p°'>Is,clof;a;Trade
les, Thurs
Eord Look Who's Here! Mr. Valevents leading up to the gunfight addressed
are revealed for the first time. Bar day night on the subject of the new
ley With a Brand New
bara I-a Marr, Lew Cody and Percy school building and made a very
Marmont play the great roles of The favorable impression on the board.
City Record.
Lady Known as Lou, Dangerous Dan
Seaside Chapter, O. E- S., will have
McGrew, and Jim, the Husbaml. a birthday party Feb. 23, celebrating
The deadlock in the City Bowling
The exceptional cast also includes its 25th anniversary. Supper will be League still exists, teams 3 and 4
Mae Busch, George Siegmann and served at fi.CO followed b.Vwork with having each won a game since the
many others
the past officers in the chairs.
last standing was published. Teams
An astonishing and history-mak
The new installation is proceed- 1 and 2 are also deadlocked for third
ing film is promised in “So This is ing apace at the Seabright Mill, and place. The standing:
Marriage,”5 Hobart Henley’s pro the whole plant will be equipped
Won
duction for Metro-Goldwyn, which is with electric power within the week. Team 3............
coming for Monday and Tuesday. It This will permanently do away with Team 4 ........
is not only a shrewd study of mar the hazard of low water power.
Team 2 ............
ried life as lived today, but also
J. H. Montgomery has sold a lot Team 1 .......
shows that similar conditions con of land on Union street to Fred L.
fronted young couples in the time Gilkey who will build a house there
Teams 2 and 4 were both traveling
of the
ancients. A
marvelously in the spring.
in h.gh gear Thursday night, but th
beautiful interlude is used to illus
A private dancing party is being latter proved to have more power,
trate this part of the story dealing given tonight in the Grange hall by and won a substantial victory. Sulwiih the old Biblical tale of King the Good Time Club.
livan had the highest string (115),
David and Bath-Sheba. This section
The fire department boys have and the largest total. Connor carried
has been photographed in natural built a wooden triangle to be used the flag for Cobb’s team. The sumcolor. Among those in the cast are by the town in road levelling.
mary:
Eleanor Boardman, Conrad Nagel?
A meeting of the Parent-Teacher
* * *
Lew Cody, Clyde Cook, Warner Association will he
held Tuesday Team2—Co.bb, 457; Norcross, 471;
Gland, Mabel Julifnne Scott, Edward night with a speaker from Augusta. Brewer. 420; Connor, 480; Daggett,
Connelly, John Boles, and Miss Du
The Camden Athletic Club recent- 44$; total, 2274.
•
Pont. The story is by Carey Wil ly elected these
officers: Jack Team 4—Thomas, 483; Sprague,
son. “So This Is Marriage” looks Ac-horn, president;
Frank Stone.433; Jacobs. 441; Shields, 470; Sullike a sensation,—adv.
secretary; Clayton McCobb, treas- livan, 496; total, 2323.
urer: Shir!ey..Shute, Robert McCobb.
Frank Stone and Joe Brewster, <lia very ambitious young man. is
rectors. A social committee consist- Lester M. Valley. The other day he
ing of Tommy Grant. Walter Wads- broke the city’s candlepin record by
worth and Harold Dougherty was hanging up a string of 163. That
| also appointed and it was decided to would have satisfied most folks, but
I bold a smoker at the Club rooms on jt failed to satiate the growing appe—At—
Main street Feb. 16 at 8 o’clock.
tite of L. M. V. Yesterday he tackled
the Star alley again, and with Pro
Watts Hall
prietor John as goat made a new
ROCKPORT
record which read 167. In it were
THOMASTON
two strikes and four spares—the first
Mrs. R. L. Jones and Mrs. E. T netting him, 105 pints. This is what
Jones and daughter Arline of Rock- he did box by box: 9. 20. 29, 20. 17.
land were dinner guests of Mrs. E. 10. 10. 18. 10 and 14. Now what will
this Rolls-Royce roller do next?
C. St. Clair Thursday.
: : Music by : :
Mrs. Edgar Smith is the guest of
DEAN’S ORCHESTRA
her daughter, Mrs. Fritz Sjogren in
SUNSET
Winthrop. Mass.
The regular meeting of Harbor
Mrs. Winfield Joyce of North Deer
Light Chapter O. E. S.. will be held ,s|e was th(, guegt (jf M|t anJ Mrg
next Tuesday evening
A picnic E,|ner Eatnn ,as( wp(.k_
supper will he served at 8,3(1 with a
Aln.ut 17 people from here with
special menu in honor of the birth- charlea and James Annin as teamday of the ( hnpter.
uters took a hay ride to Stonington
.Mrs. Alvenus ( ross who was reevening to attend the bitsketcently operated upon at the Knox ball game and stance. The game was
Hospital, Rockland, is reported to be played Itetween the Stonington and
gaining quite rapidly.
REGULATION SIZE WITH
Deer Isle teams with the former team
The Mah
Jong Club was very the winner.
NAME ANO ADDRESS OP
pleasantly entertained Wednesday
MAKER AND NET WEIGHT. IN
Mrs. Nina Philbrooks of Vlnalhaven
ACCORDANCE WITH FEDERAL
■veiling at the home of Miss Ellie js visiting her parents. Air, and Mrs.
Itobarts. Luncheon was served.
LAW
Fletcher Eaton for a few weeks.
Miss Helen Small and Miss Alar1
Miller B. Colby was the guest of
$4.50 per 1000 Sheets
ion Weidman were guests of Mrs. xjr unt| Ml.s Tilden Filleld on SunFor Pound Size
Charles Stanley Thursday.,
i <ia
Postage 15 Cents Additional
It will be a big week for basketball
Jtrs. Clara Thompson of North
in Rockport next week. Thomaston Deer Isle is the guest of her sister,
Jlligh plays There Wednesday night and Mrs. Fannie II. Cole.
$2.75 per 500 Sheets
Lincoln Academy conies Friday night
Miss Minnie Brown spent the weekPostage 10 Cents Additional
—both league'games, having an im- end in Sunihine.
For each additional 1000 sheets portant bearing on the pennant race.
Mrs. Cora Torrey of Deer Isle was
ordered at same time, add to the
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
price of first 10o0, $4.00 and 16
Let me assure you that I feel that . Bech “n Sunday.
cents postage for each 1000.
Charles A. Packard is visiting
tlie abolition of the liquor traffic is
by far tlie most important forward relatives at North Deer Isle.
A jolly crowd gathered at the home
$4.00 per 1000 Sheets
step taken in our generation.—Wrn.
For Half Pound Size
Goodell Fry st, President Bera College. of Mrs. George C. Hardy on Saturday
evening, the event being a surprise
Postage 10 Cents Additional
party given to Mrs. Hardy by her
Used Cars
daughters. There* were 11 present
$2.50 per 500 Sheets
1921 AMERICAN SIX, just overhauled and and games zwere played after which
Postage 10 Cents Additional
J In first class condiiion—tires practically new ice cream and cake were served.
For each additional 1000 sheets I—A bargain M sold at once. BERT ANGEL, Mrs. Hardy was the recipient of
ordered nt same time, add to the Gray Gull Restaurant, IJmerock St , Rock- many nice gifts.
' land
____________ ____ 144«tf
price of first 1000, $3 50 and 10
Congratulations are in order for
NOTICE—The co-partnership of the I. L Miss Minnie Lufkin and Maurice
cents postage for each 1000.
Snow & (hniipany has'been dissolved by mu,
7 , *777"‘ <7

DANCE

Monday Night,Feb. 16

PRINTED BUTTER
PAPER PRICES

THE
COURIERGAZETTE
Rockland, Maine

AT

Basilica Greek Nana
for Hall of Justice

PLACE

THE

STATE

Every-Other-Day

UNION

CAPITOL

In Everybody’s Coll

Notwithstanding the severe rain
Advertisements in this column not to e:
_ __ and the
__ _______
____________
storm
terrible
condition__of the ceed three lines Inserted once for 25 cent*,
*~
V 2 'i 3 finwa for 50 cents. Additional lines
roads on Thursday the Ladies Aid
nfs eacj1 for (>ne time. 10 cents for thre(
of the Congregational church braved times, sa words make n line
the. elements and met at the home of
Mrs. Charles Lermond for an all-day
Lost and Found
session. It was a merry gathering.
LOST—Pair of orange and black stock-l
AuiomobilQs owned
by State, I of Rockland for a period of four Much work was accomplished and- a
by member of Rockland girls’ basket-,
county, city or town or under the su- ' years from May first next. The re good social time enjoyed. At noon a lugs
ball Ram. TELEPHONE 224 -I arid they ui11|
vision and control of the Public J serve comprises about 6,500 acres. sumptuous dinner was served, two be calleil for.
20*22
Utilities commission
are exempt j Hunting upon the land is punishable tables being laden with all kinds of
FOUND—Ladies wrist watch. Owner caul
have
‘
.
■•jnme
by
proving
property
and
pavlngl
from* the provisions of a compulsory | by a fine not less than $10 nor more good things to tempt the ap)>etite.
insurance law which was introduced than $300 and imprisonment for 60 (Before departing for home a good old charges. Apply J. H BREEN, Jr , West
ern Union Telegraph Office.
19*21
9 the Senate Tuesday by Cram of i ‘lays or both.
I fashioned sing was enjoyed and they
Cumberland.
all went out into the storm again,
Wanted
A resolve was presented
the j jolly and happy. Those present were:
The act provides that no automoWANTED—Man to do general work NARap-1 Meatkimes W. E. Perry, Arthur Stew
or trailer, except thosfe covered House Thursday carrying
RAOAiXSETT HOTEL
2« tf
in the exemption, as stated, shall ij>e j Propriation of $2000 for the next two art, Herbert Grinnell, Walter Ayer
WANTED—Oh! pewter di h s by NFL
registered unless the owner has a I years for Lincoln Academy in New- Fred Burkett. Henry Ames, Clarence BOX B. COBB. City.
IZ-19
Leonard, Wilbur Abbott, Harry Pond,
liability policy covering such vehicles > ( astle.
WANTED—Long-haired
kittens.
St-a’i
Clarence M ink, Ernest Moody, Levi age.
or the certificate of the Secretary
< o'or and sex
Good prices. TH El
Merrifield,
Frank
Creighton.
Gardner
MAINE
PET
SHOPS.
Pelfa.
t.
Maine.
20
:i
of State, stating that cash or other
A nine-inch lobster law for York
securities liave been deposited with and Cumberland counties was intro Daniels. Carl Mitchell, Reverdo CarWANTED—Mjddle-aged wontnn as house-1
the tj^cretnry of State
duced in the House Thursday. #fo roll, Rev. Bessie F. Crowell and the k«eper fur man iniddie ? ,1. No objections!
to one or two children. Address R. F. I>.|
A motor vehicle liability bond sh ?j| change is made in the legal length hostess, Mrs. Charles Lermond.
BOX 82, Vlnalhaven, Me.
' 19*21
Don’t miss the stereoptican lecture
nean a bond condition that the ob- of lobsters which may be taken in
WAMTED—Posit :<>
lioueekeepet
ini
ligatof shall within 36 days after other counties of the Stale. The nt the Congregational church tomor sin ill tamily, by refined protestent
wonianl
the rendition thereof satisfy all judg- . penalty of $1 for each lobster taken row night—“The American Flag—Its with gl~l 11 years old Best of references.|
merits rendered against
him or in viriation of the law is increased History and Evolution,” with two Write X. Y. Z , 93 Evans St., Pleasantdale
South Portland, .Me.
19*23
sets of illustrated song slides.
against any person rcs*1>onsible for under the act to $5.
WANTED—By reliable person, unfurnished^
he operation of such motor vehicle
suitable for light housekeeping. AD
yon” at Town Hall is the pleasing room
or trailer in all actions to recover
DRESS “ROOM” care of*The Courier Ga
In the Senate Thursday, Perkins narrative of a romance in the West zette.
largo
damages for both. The bond shall
of Penobscot introduced an act. to ern lands of adventure with plenty
cover bodily injuries including death
WANTED—To buy liens and chickens.
regulate the practice and business of heart interest, mystery ittid thrills
at &ny time, accidentally sustained
PETER EDWARDS. 271 Limerock street,
and providing for the issuance of li which are always imparted to the Rockland
Tel. 8U6-J.
81*20
during the term of the bond, by any
censes to blacksmiths The act pro screen drama when the company is
WANTED—Housekeeper In small family.
person other than employes of the vides for a hoard of examiners to
17-if ’
obligator or of such other person re consist of three persons appointed beaded by J. B. Warner, assisted by CALL 97G W
WANTED—Small farm, not over 15 acres,
sponsible for the operation of such by the governor and who shall serve bis usual all-star cast including .\jaor Camden prefernd. good soil,
motor vehicles or trailer, who are for five years. The hoard is required rie Walcamp. The showing will in Rockland
buildings in good repair, price reasonable,
entitled to payments of benefits, and to hold examinations five times each clude the spicy two-reel comedy near car line. Address FARM, care, Cou
rier-Gazette
lC-27
injury to or destruction of property year. All blacksmiths are required “The Betrayal of Maggie.”
Representative Zelma M. Ihvinal
accidentally sustained during the to take an examination and must pay
For Sale
term of life bond, to an amount or a fee of $1 for a certificate of regis of Camden has been appointed a
limit of at least $5,000 on account of tration- Any person who desires a member of the Republican House
FOB SALE—Farms, cottages, suninicr prop
The Lincoln erties, hotels, stores, real estate of every de
•njury to or death Of .my one per certificate of registration miisjt show steering committee.
script Ion. ORRLX J. DU KEY, Belfast, Me
son.
Sleep-Walking Traced
I that lie understands the anatomy of County member is Harold W. Bfshop
20-31
A motor vehicle, liability policy a horse’s limb and foot and has of Boothhay Harbor, while Hancock
FOR SALE—House lot of Capt Janies Sta
Disordered Brain shall mean a policy liability in- ,
t,.alle of horseshoer for is represented by Percy E. Sargent of ples, Chestnut street. Telephone MARTIN
Sedgwick.
BILIZNtrS, 1C1-J
20*25
The researches of a group of surance that provides indemnity for tjlree -vears
scientists recently have thrown or protection to the insured and any
FOR SALE—Radio sets, at a great bargain
♦ • • ♦
some light on the dark subject of person responsible for the insured
Will demonrtrate any night. C. M. COOK,
Estate of Newten H. Perry
71 Tillson avenue.
20*25
Any dog owner who has been no
motor vehicle or trailer against loss
sleep-walking.
NOTICE
They have found tiiat sleep Is a by reason of the liability to pay dam tified by tin* Fish and Game depart
FOR SALE—Plenty (»f nice English hay.
The sobscrlher hereby gives notice that ITlee right. JAMES H. SIMONTON. W. .
ment that his dog was liable to
more or less willful turning away ages to others for both
on February n. 1925 he was duly appointed
19-tt
of the senses from the demands of
Section 6 of the act provides that chase deer, moose oh caribou would administrator of tlie estate of Newton II. Rockport.
FOR SALE—RADIO—2-tube Crosley with
life—because at the moment these the applicants for registration may i be liable to a fine of from $10 to Perry, late of Rockland in the County nf
27
and on this date was qual batteries, phones and antennae. $30.
demands cannot be satisfied.
in lieu of procuring a motor ve $H»0 if the dog was found at large Knox,todeceased,
iy*2i
fill said trust by giving bond as the STATE STREET.
When we are weary all our hicle liability bond or policy, deposit in the wild lands of the State, un- ified
law directs.
FOR SALE—USED FUR COATS—< ...fsl
senses — all our nerves — are so with the Secretaay of State cash in
All persons having demands against the
a
introduced by Crafts of
t.ikdi in ;r;ulc for new ©I i’s. To he gold
played out that they "turn away the amount of $6,000 or bonds, stocks Piscataquis. The same Senator in estate, are desired to present tlie same for at
a fraction of the oiif{i’ial cost
Lots
thereto are re
from life" at the same moment. Tlie or other evidences of indebtedness troduced
bill prohibiting taking settlement, and all indebted
wear in them. Lady’s Coon Coat. $75; La
immediately to
dy's
Coon
co.it.
$5h;
Lady
’
s
Civet
cat
coatj
brain, so to speak, goes to sleep In satisfactory to the Secretary of firearms onto an organized township quired to make payment
LEROY D PERRY.
:?75; Lady's Marmot coat, $5n; Man’s tii^
a lump.
State. The depositor shall-be entitled during tlr close season on ipartridge.
Rockland. Maine lined coat, $35; Man's fur lined coat, $4.5
It happens occasionally that a to the interest accruing on his de It is permissible to take weapons
February 11, 1925.
Feb. 14-21-28
and others. Call and look them o\er. FIL
part of the brain is poisoned by dis posit and to the income payable on onto suuli land the week before the
LER COBB-DAVIS, Second floor.
19-21
ease, whereas the rest of tlie organ the bonds or securities and may from apen season and the week after; also
FOR SALE—Second hand 3 upright pi
remains healthy. When the healthy time to time with the consent of the 1 ^or officers of the law to have weap- LEGISLATIVE NOTICES anos, 1 Brunswick cabinet machine, 1 Edion cabinet machine,' 2 mandolins, 1 banjo,
parts fall asleep the excited, or
Secretary of Slate, change the se <ins at all times. The penalty pro
V. F. STL’DLEY, Inc., Music Department.
poisoned pnrts. remain wakeful.
STATE OF MAINE
vided is not less than $10 nor more
18-tf
curities
comprising
the
deposit.
In Senate, January 21, 1925.
In the case of the sleep-walker,
Ordered, the House occurring, that the
Section II ih*ovides that the insur than $100 fine.
FOR SALE—We have several small houses
that part' of tlie brain which con
time for the reception of bills for private from $359 and upwards
• • • ♦
Also the Peaaley
trols the movement of the legs Is. ance commissioner, the Secretary of
and special legislation be limited to
estate, Pacific St , which consists of a large
MONDAY. February 16, 1925, at four two-story house with stable and poultry!
A new plan of licensing automo
awake, while the eyes and ears are State, or a representative designated
by either of them, and the Attorney biles is presented in the bill Senator o’clock P. M.
house with yard
AH of this proqierty is
sound asleep.
And that all such petitions and hills pre
rented and is a good iiivestinent. AnIn other words, the sleep-walker General or deputy, or assistant at- Spiers introduced Thursday. Under sented after that date be referred to ’he im xt well
ply to W. A CLEVELAND. 33 Pacific St.,
Is suffering from partial brain torney general designated by the at it. passenger motor vehicles should Legislature; that the Secretary of the Sen Rockland or .1. C. MITCHELL. Adm.nlstra^
torney general, shall constitute a pay fees as follows: If equipped ate cause copies of this order to publlsned »r, Nahant, Mass.
18-20
poisoning.
in all dally and weekly papers of the State
The idea that sleep-walkers Board of Appeal on motor vehicle with pneumatic tires 15 cents per until and Including Saturday, February 14,
FOR SALE—Dry bard fitted wood delivered
$15 cord
CHARLES HELIN, Rockville
should" not be wakened Is a mis liability policies, and the insurance horse power, and 15 cents per 100 1925.
13 2|
In Senate Chamber, January 21, 1925 Tel. 352 21.
taken one. Experience shows that commissioner or his repraiseiitative weight of the car; if equipped with Read
and pa.ssed.
Sent down for concur
FOR SALE—Player Piano Q. R. S. nuisid
if they are roused to an immediate shall he the chairman of the hoard. two or more solid tires, 15-cents per rence.
ROYDOX V. BROWN. Secret a tw.
rolls. Wide range or choice.
While tliev Iasi
sense of their situation they are
House of Representatives, January 22. 1925. inly 2 5 cents each V. F. STL’DLEY, INC.
This act shall apply to the regis- hor?e power and 30 cents per 100
In concurrence.
more likely, on future occasions, to tration of motor vehicles and trail- weight: cars used for livery and hire Read and passed
Music Det»artment.
9-tfi
WCLYDE R CHAPMAN, Clerk.
wnken themselves.
ers for the year 1926 and for subse- twice, theserates. Tractors equipA true copy,—Attest:
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at
ROYDEX V BROWN.
!
, S’.
Apply to MRS. F. 11. SANBDRNl
quent years, but not for the year 1925. ped with tires as passenger carsK pay
M-lt
Secretary.
80 Pleasant St.
T. 1 903-W
5-tf
♦ • * •
the same rates, but if fitted with
“Book PlatesT’
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capd
Senator Philips of Hancock intro iron, steel or other hard tires, they
“Ex llbris” means, literally, “from
LEGAL AFFAIRS
Claries E. Hall, Middle St Heights.
AH
the book of.” It is synonymous duced an act accepting the provis pay 25 cents per horse power -and 80
The Committee on I^egal Attaint will give a THL'R L. ORNE, 417 Main St.. Rockland.
public hearing in its rooms at the State
with ‘"hook plate.” Both names nr® ions of the act of United States, cents per 100 weight.
House in Augusta, on
FOR SALE—y-room nouse; hut water heat!
applied in tlie case of a label print Congress, approved Nov. 23. 1921,
WEDNESDAY, Feb. 18, 1925. 2 p m., on cement cellar; modern improvements; la’gJ
ed with tlie name of the owner, and find known as the Shepard-Towner
the
following:
EMPIRE
THEATRE
garden.
N\w grocery business well stockedl
H. P. No 159 "An act relative to the M G. GURNEY, 3 Park St , Camden.
usually his arms also, and intended law, for the promotion of welfare
1-tf,
Bangor Public Library.”
to indicate ownership in individual and hygiene of maternity and infan
FOR SALE—We have a parlor, library anal
gun is pulled or -fire^ in
H. No 30. "An Act relating to contracts
N<
volumes, which is a device that Is cy and for other purposes.
bpd
room
set.
Including
mattress
and
spring.j
the most exciting Western thriller of Municipal Officers.’’
nearly ns old ns the printed book
H. P. No 233. "An Act to prohibit the Best quality of used moderil furniture whicl
In addition to the atceptance of
we will sell or exchange for antique fumi-l
itself. The earliest known examples provisions of the national act, Sena Jack Hoxie, Universal’s celebrated use of firearms by minors.’’
COBB & DAVIS.
145-tf
star
of
the
range,
has
ever
made,
H. No. 18. "An act providing for a jewel turc.
nre German. Tlie oldest are cer tor Phillips’ bill provides tiiat the
i9-21
FOR SALE—Mouse at Atlantic, (Swan’t
tain wood-cuts representing a state department qf health is au "Daring Chances.” The story is er’s Hen ”
February 19, 1925, 2 P. M.. Island.)-6 rooms, oak finish, well-built; sightly
shield of nrms supported by an thorized to co-operate with the fed crammed with sensational chases, a onTHURSDAY.
location close by shore.
Garage and out
the following:
angel, which were pasted in books eral children’s bureau, through the desperate adventure at the edge of
Acre and half
H IE No 68 "An act to regulate the ap buildings, water in house
a
cliff,
a
sensational
jump
from
roof
of
land.
Fine
place
for
summer
home.
At
pointment of Conservators when the Judge
presented to the Carthusian mon division of public health nursing and
a bargain
Address DR 1. B GAGE. At
of
Probate
is
interested
and
to
amend
sect

to
his
horse.
Scout,
and
other
excit

astery of Buxheim about the year child welfare, in the administration
lantic,
Me
17*tf
4 and 10 of Chapter 72 of th^ Revised
ing stunts—-but no gunpowder. The ions
1480. In France the most ancient
Statutes.”
yet discovered is tiiat of Jean Ber- of the act and to do everything ne- Riddle Rider featuring William DesH D. No. 69 “An act with reference to
Miscellaneous
the penalty under the Act relating to de
iand de la Tour-Blance 1529. In cessary to entitle the state to all mond is on the same program.
The management takes pleasure sertion and non-aupport, when the offense is
England, that of Sir Nicholas benefits of them.
PAINTING
OR PAPER HANGING Done at
An appropriation not exceeding in announcing the presentation of not of\a high and aggravated nature."
reasonable rates Call DIREST K. HAT(*H.
Bacon, 1574. The earliest known
20-21
J. BLALNE MORR1SDN, Sec
Tel
484
-M
20-22
$10,000
annually
for
each
of
the
next
Mabel Norma nd’s latest picture,
American example Is the plain
HAND WOVEN RUGS—made to order, to
printed label of one of John Wil two years is provided for adminis- “The Extra Girl” which comes MonJUDICIARY
any color-scheme Write for samples
tration. The concluding section pro- (lay an<| Tuesday. Miss Normand is
liams, 1679.
The Committee on Judiciary will give a match
rug-filling. Prices reasonable. Cottage
vides that nothing in the act sh.ill ono of tjle moM popular film stars public hearing in its rootra at the State of
rugs
a
specialty. HELEN \V GUSHEE, I nion
be construed as limiting the power of today and her coming is hailed Hou.se, in Augusta, or.
19-21
'WEDNESDAY, February 18, 1925, 2 p. m. iMalne R. F, I) No. 1.
Reatsaring “Mitt Jones”
of a parent or guardian to determine with delight.
The male lead is on the following:
LOBSTERMEN—Trapheads knit, any style,
As they boarded the train they what treatment or correction shall handled by Ralph Graves, who puts
H. D. No. 77 An Act Requiring PhysiAl at lowest prices. Call or write L. P. N. 2
19*lt
had every look of being a bridal be .provided for a child or the agen another feather in hi* popularity Examination before Lssuance of a Marriage Blake Place, Rockland, Me.
FOR SALE—Fresh killed fowl to order.
couple. The young mun carefully cies to he employed lor such a pur cap and he gives the star splendid License.
ROBINSDON,
Buttermilk
S D. No. 49 An Act to Amend Chapter Apply HARRY
escorted the young woman to a pose.
19-21
support. In several of the big 204, Public Laws of 1917. AutAqrizing the Lane. Tel. 314 4.
seat, while the interested pas
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
scenes he is called up to give an Treasurer of State to Negotiate a Temporary
GUM-A-LAC paint and varnish, dries in
sengers smiled Indulgently.
one hour after applying. For floors, standSenator Cram <»f Cumberland in i athletic demonstration and his phy
S. D. No 50 An Act to
Protect and trims, autos or furniture. FIfrANK L PUL
Then, extending ids hand to the troduced an act amending the Jaw sical prowess is brought into bold Conserve
the Estates of ^Absentees.
LEN. 29 Mclxuid S, Tel 1050-M.
18-26
supposed bride, lie said, iu a very relating to the excise tax on rail relief. He fights the villain and
H D. No. 87 An Act for the Recovery of
loud voice, ‘‘Well, Miss Jones, the roads. Tlie amendment , provides there is a mighty good one in the Taxes Illegally Assessed
MAMMOTH HYACINTHS in bud.
Also
FREDKRK K W. HINCKLEY. Chairman prepared soil for house plants and seedlings.
train is about to pull out. I wish that the maximum tax on the gross film in the person of Ramsey WalHERBERT
E.
HOLMES.
Secretary
('
M.
THOMAS,
Maverick
S.|.
Tel.
225
M.
you a very pleasant journey,” and
18-20
unscrupulous oil
20 21
doffing his hut, he hurried off the rece^pts of street rail-oads shall be lace as the wily,
reduced from four to three percent. promoter.—adv.
LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU on Dia
train.
SALARIES AND FEES
* * * *
mond Tires and Tubes, Weed Chains and
But the young woman seemed
The Contnattee on Salaries and Fees will Spark Pfiigs; also five used cars from $85
Senator Wilson of Aroostook intro
nervous. By and by she called the
JOSEPH E
CLOUGH. 174
give a public hearing in its rooms at the up o $300.
Pleasant St., Rockland.
Salesman for Knox
State House, iu Aumista, ou
porter, and In n whisper gave him duced an act unwilling the law re
Motor Salqp. C.
14-tf
TUESDAY,
Feb.
n,
at
2
o
’
clock
on
the
lating
to
the
production
and
sale
of
some mysterious message, lie catne
fo',to wing ;
RADIO BATTERIES—FOR $125 we will
back In a moment and said In a certified seed. The act provides that
H. P. No 415 To Increase the Salary of pick up your battery, leave a loan and de
voice audible to every one: *'Yo’ all potatoes, as well as other vegetables,
the Register of Deeds for Knox County.
liver yours back to you fully charged.
S. 1 No 111 An Act to Amend tlie Law HOVSE-SIIERMAN. INC . Rockland.
right, ma’am. He's In de smokin' may be classed as certified seed:
Tel.
Relating to the Salary'of the Librarian of
1-M
Exlde Service Station.
12-tf
compartment."—Harper's Magazine. that the Commissioner of Agriculture
the State of Maine.
is given authority to make rules and
$2000 IS OFFERED for a U. S printed
'House Paper No. 237 An Act Reluting to
Item.
Booklet free lls-ting this and old ma
the salaries of County Treasurers.
regulations governing the certifica
First Record of Coal
terial
wanted —broadsides, pamphlets. stani|M,
(House
Paper
No.
208
to
Increase
An
Act
tion of seed; that no person in ar
(J. A JACKSON, 105-6 Pem
the salary of the Register or Probate for prints, etc
According to the earliest record, rears for services of the Depart
berton Bldg., Boston.
10*24
Knox County.
coal was first mentioned in Arcadia, ment of AgFicuhure shall lie entitled
•House paper No. 207 An Act to Incroa.se
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, picot edge,
now Nova Scotia, in 1654. It was to further service until payment in
the salary for clerk hire 'in the office of Regcovered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOLhtry of Probate for Knox County.
at first gathered without mining, full of arrears has been made.
Hou9e Paper No 125 An Act to, Increase MAN MORSE. 359 Main St Tel. 868-M TMf
and mention of this is to be found
♦ ♦ « •
WASHINGTON
the salary of the County Attorney of Knox
in the records of the year 1721.
County.
TRUCKING. MOVING AND ERRANDS
Thompson of Rockland tallied the
Coal was shipped to France from bill to disowganize Crieh’aven plan
FREDERICK W. HINCKLEY, Chairman done promptly.
Go anywhere
C. 0 HAR1-tf
HAROLD W. BLSHOP, Secretary 2«-It
ADEN.
Tel. 156 M or 629-J.
Cape Breton in 1743, as stated In a tation, pending an amendment which
CHARTED
letter from M. Duchambon to the
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
he
will
offer.
CLAIMS
the Rockland Hair Store. 3?6 Main St Mail
French minister. A letter to the
HELEN C. RHODES
HIS COURSE
The Committee on Claims wll' give *a orders solicited.
• • • • ,
French minister of marine, -also
1-tf
public hearing in its rooms at the State
Gilchrest
of
Thomaston
introduced
colonial minister, dated September
House, ht Augusta, on
a
resolve
appropriating
$742.50
to
re

30, 1749, makes mention of the coal
FRIDAY, Feb. 20, at 1 o’clock on the fol
To Let
why Washington
was
low ing :
found on Cape Breton, near Indian imburse the town of Thomaston for
TO LET—Store now occupied by Edward
successful
in
what
he
un

H
P.
No
252
RESOLVE,
to
Reimburse
fire
apparatus
lost
in
the
fire
which
cove.
the Knox Publishing Company of Rockland, O’B. Gonia Mill be vacated about April
destroyed the State Prison in 1923.
dertook was that he
Maine for Advertising for Primary Elections 1st. Apply to MRS. B. B SMITH, at the
• * ♦ •
f
20tf
of 1924, for which claimant tailed to tile ac C, E Bicknell office.
charted his course and
Fair Came
count
and vouchers
Frost of Belfast introduced an act
TO LET—5 or 7 room tenement with elec
pet sistently stuck to it.
20-22
J HENRY MORSE, Secretary
An English tourist who was stay increasing the salary of the Clerk of
tric lights and toilet at 15 Rockland St.
D.
ing at tt farmhouse in a Seottlsh Courts of Waldo County from $1,200
S|IAFTER.
____
12-tf
System is an important
WAYS AND BRIDGES
parish was told by his landlord one to $1,500 a year.
TO LET—Small tenement on Union street.
The Committee on VVaya and Bridges will Inquire of MRS. C. F SIMMONS. 21 Middle
factor in every line of en
morning to take the gun and go to
* * ♦ »
give a pirbJc hearing in its rooms at the St.
6-tf
the field nnd ‘‘shoot something.” A
deavor.
State House, in Augusta, on
Comins of Eddington introduced
TO LET—Two tenement* -bn Otis street ;
little later while going down a lane, an act relating to the annual closed
TUESDAY, February 17th at 2 o’clock P
each has 6 rooms and bath.
Apply to F. P.
his gun under ids arm. the tourist season on deer. The act provides
M In Room 113 on tlie following resolves/:
KNIGHT, Windsor House.
Tel 614 W. 5-tf
INTEREST PAID
H P. No. 284 Resolve appropriating nion
met n small boy making for thd
for a closed season on deer in Aroos
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St,
ey to aid in the construction of a road in
school.
the Town of Union.
all modern conveniences.
P. L. HAVENER.
“I say, my boy." he remarked, ‘‘Is took. Franklin. Oxford, Piscataquis
II. P. No. 285 Resolve appropriating Tel. 792Jt____________________________ 146-tf
ai|l
S(finerset
counties
from
Pec.
1
money
to
aid
in
the
construction
of
a
road
in
there anything to shot down here?”
SAVINGS. ACCOUNTS
the town of Wash ington
20-It
The boy looked nround for a mo to Oct. 15; in the counties of Wash
Eggs and Chicks
WEDNESDAY, February 18th at 2.00 p m
ment and then answered with eager ington, Hancock and Penobscot, from
WH. D.. No 20 An act authorizing tlie
Dec. 15, to Oct. 31; in the counties
ness:
towns to unite for the purpose of employing
a suiwrlntendent of ways and bridges.
‘‘Ay. there's the skulemalster of Androscoggin, Cumberland. Ken
H. P. No. 295 An act to provide for tile
nebec, Knox, Lincoln, Sagadahoc.
couiln ower the idll 1”
building (f a bridge across the Kennebec
Waldo and York, frdm Dec. 1 to Oct.
River between the Towns of Richmond and
31; except in such places n the State '
Dresden.
26 21
HOMER H DUNBAR. Secretary
The benefits of Prohibition are where hunting i.s^prohibited by law. (
seen on every side and with 1800 stu A fine of not less Than $50. nor more
PUBUC UTILITIES
dents under my paternal care I find than $100 and costs is fixed for each
Tlie Committee on Public UtiLties, will give
offense.
a
public
hearing
in its rooms at the Sjate
that the discipline now with that
J—
House, in Augusta, on
BABY CHIX—Wyllie’s S. C Reds raised
numlier is not nearly so difficult as
THURSDAY, Feb. 19, 1925, 1 p. m.
Senator Walker of Knox has pre- |

The word basilica ts of Greek
origin, being derived from the Greek
word, (written with l.utln,le(ters),
‘hasilikos,” meaning kitj£lj. From
that word lias been formed the
English adjective, basilic, meaning
royal, also said of certain parts or
substances on account of their sup
posed importance or efficient:jr. The
word basilica, as a term of archi
tecture, meant originally at Athens
a portico on the agora In which the
urchon-basileiis dispensed Justice,
that is, at Athens the basilica was
the porch of the courthouse. Litter,
when Home had become the mis
tress of tlie world, tile word basil
ica meant a rectangular hall, di
vided into nave and : !sl?8 by
ranges of columns, and with a
raised platform, called the tribune,
at one end, it was used as a hnll
o( Justice, a hall for the use of the
high courts, it was in such a hall
tlait tlie praetors held their courts
and later under the cmi>erors the
prefect's courts met in a basilica.
The prefect or Judge sat on tlie
tribune or platform, with the asses
sors or law advisers on either hand.
Sometimes an emperor presided
when the case was an appeal, in a
criminal matter, from the decision
of a governor of province. It
was before such a court, held in
such a hall, that tlie appeal of St.
Paul was heard. In later years
when Christianity had spread
throughout western Europe, the
Christlaus often adopted the basil
ica as the pattern of their larger
places of worship. Hence basilica
now means a church built on the
plan of the basilica of ancient
Koine.

Knox and Lincoln County Matters Figure In the Grist of
the Past Two Days At Augusta.

to

tual consent. The property, good will and Greenlaw who were married Feb. 2
equipment has been taken over by I. L
Mrs. Selina Gray and George Cole
Snow Co and will be curried on bv that were ,na,.riwi Feh. 1.
concern. All debts due and all accounts
payable will he ao&iuiied by the 1. L. Snow
Co. (Signed)
See “Mah Jongg” at'llie UniversaRICHARD K SNOW,
it was six years ago with 600.—
list vestry. Feb. 17.—adv.
ISRAEL SNOW.
___________________ ___________
Frank
B. Trotter. President West
Actin- (-. partners.
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
Rockland, Feb. 2, 1925.
17-S-23
Trucking and Moving.
ll*tf Virginia University.

lllE

fiOCKLAND

National
Bank

sented an act creating a game sanct- (
nary in the to>vn of Thomaston.
Warren and Rockport and the city 1

the following:—
<H. P. No. 456 An Act to renew the Char
ter of the R. and T. Cement Railroad
29 21

ELMER J. BURNHAM, Sec.

on free range, trap nested and bred for type
and color. State accredited fofr white diarrIvoea Price 22 cents each, postpaid. Safe
arrival guaranteed. F. H. WYLLIE. Tliom-

talon, Me., Rt. 1. Tel. 159 6.

15*29-79___

Every-Other-Day

Social Circles ATTENTION
NURSES!

In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires information t.f social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mail or telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE

................... >......................

We have -secured a

nB

Capt. A. I.. Perry of Matinicus has
returned from a visit in Boston and
is sojourning wth 'Rockland friends.

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gonia leave
this afternoon for New York, where
they will buy stock for the store in
the new Bicknell block, to which they
export to remove in April. Mr. Gonia
will be away a week, while Mrs
Gonia on the way home will visit
relatives for two or three weeks in
Boston and Marlboro. Mrs. Millie
■Thomas will have charge of the store
in, the Gonias' absence.

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence E. Daniels
are in New York this week.
Miss Emma Moulaison. whose en
gagement has recently been an
nounced, wa/happily surprised Wed
nesday evening when a utility show
er-was given in her honor at the
hi,me of her sister, Mrs. Sanford W
Delano. At auction which followed
prizes were won by Mrs George W.
Phillips and Miss Anna Flynn.

NURSES’ BLUE SERGE
UNIFORM
from which to take orders. Made
for the Army of finest quality serge,
costing over $30.03 to manufacture.
These are available in

Sizes 16 to 42
at the satisfyiag price of

$15.00
Orders will be taken on the Street
Floor. Step in and see the fine work
manship and material.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS
THE COFFEE PARTY
St. Bernard’s Parish Prepar
ing For Its Big Annual
Event Next Wednesday.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hill ha^e
returned from Union, where they
The annual coffee party of St.
were called by tite illness of M rs.
Hill’s mother.
Bernard's Parish will lie held in
Knights of Columbus hall next
"Will the girls of today make as
good wives and mothers as* their Wednesday evening, with supper at
mothers did?" This is a question the usual hour. These committees
discussed at a St. Petersburg. Flori are in chargeda church attended by Mrs. Nora
Rev. Leo R. Carey, president exWilde, whoa is spending the winter oflieio; fancy table, Miss Mildred
there. Mrs. Wilde is an interested Ryan and Miss Lucy Ball; candy
member of the Educational Club table. Miss Ida Carey nnd Miss May
here, and through the columns of Blown; ice cream table, Miss Helen
tills paper watches its activities eag Burns, Miss Maureen Burns and
erly.
Its members will Feb. 20 Mrs. D. Perry; novelty table, Joanna
discuss this topic along the lines of Patterson and Tinie Dorgan; house
the modern girl problem—and can keepers, Mrs. Mary Sullivan and Mrs.
anything be done to help her? If so W. J. Sullivan; K. of C. table. David
what? Mrs. Wilde writes it is so McCarthy, chairman and Eugene
popular there to attend church that Harrington, treasurer; program com
even if one goes half ap hour before mittee, William Sullivan, David Mc
service one may often he compelled Carthy and Thomas Chisholm; gen
to stand. She writes that the pas eral activities, Raymond Moulaison,
tor there answered the above ques Patrick Burns, Timothy McInnis,
tion ‘‘No.” Is that your reply?
Dennis Cronin. Tom Costello. Wil
liam Sweeney, Thomas Anastasio,
The Post Noble Grands Association Fred Oarini, Ed. Patterson and Wil
will meet with Mrs. Clayton K. Gil liam Walsh.
ley, Wednesday afternoon. Fell. IX.
Tliig program will be presented in
with picnic supper at <1 o’clock and the evening:
Dance of the Sun,
entertainment in the evening.
Miss Phyllis Brown; recitation. Miss
Josephine La Cross: aesthetic dance,
''Although the fog was dense, wa Miss Agnes Flanagan; vocaT selec
ter rushing along in miniature riv tions. Miss Margaret Harrington,
ers in the streets, and slush was with Mrs- James L. Burns as accomankle deep, a few brave souls of the pianist. Mrs. William P- Walsh is
Kalloch class of the Baptist church, chairman of the entertainment, .as
went to Glen Cove. Wednesday af sisted by Miss Margaret Harringtoji.
ternoon to meet with Mrs W. A.
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary Sew
Carroll. Considerable of the White
Cross Work was done and the ladies ing Circle meets Monday afternoon
felt well repaid for their afternoon’s at the Legion hall, with picnic sup
per. The members are asked to
outing.
take pieces for patchwork. Regular
Thursday Mrs. Helen M. Pendle meeting takes place in the evening.
ton of Cedar street celebrated her Members are requested to take their
93d birthday, in a quiet but happy membership applications.
manner. She received a large num
The Sunshine Society will meet
ber of cards and letters from far and
, near; also flowers, fruit and candy with Mrs. H. A. Dunton, 18 Mechanic
and a cake- made by loving hands. street, Monday afternoon.
Relatives and friends called to offer
Misk Minnie White of Bath in the
felicitations and congratulations, on
her long life of usefulness and ser guest of her brother, Hon. William S.
vice, and many more would have White.
done so. had weather conditions been
Donald Hastings is home from
favorabte. Those who were there en
joyed a delightful ItXur or so. with University of Maine over the .week
the lady who always has a cheerful end.
smile for everyone, and whose fund
Miss Ada Perry of the W. O. Hew
of plensant memories are always lis
tened to with pleasure. At the prop ett Co. leaves Monday for New York
er hour a nice lunch Of tea and cake City, making the trip in the interest
was served and other dainties by of the Arm.
Mrs. G. W. Foster and Misses
The Methodist laidics Circle had
Ada and Alena Young.
an exceptionally happy session Wed
’ The Rubinstein Club held its 10th nesday night when the “Rebekah
meeting of the season yesterday, crowd" contributed a performance of
with Mrs. Stevens presiding in the their now famous mock wedding.
absence of Mrs. Sanborn. Miss Rug Abe Nye qualifies ns the blushing
gles, who'had charge of the program bridegroom and Be'.le Lewis makes a
, presented a splendid paper on Rus demure bride. Sucli a crowd was
sian Music which was greatly en present as lo swell the proceeds to
joyed by the club members. The over $31 nnd at an exceedingly mod
program from Russian composers est admission fee.
carried these numbers.
Over 100 Sunday School members
Hann—Harmonies dir Soir,
rachultkl
wqre present at the Salvation Ar
Mrs Berry
Plano—Song Without Words,
Itehikoff my’s Young People’s Annual, held in
Mrs. Averill
the citadel over the weekend. The
Vocal—Folks onss
big closing chicken supper saw a
la I Mlnka
(h.l O’er The Distant Lonelj- Moun jolly time.
tains
Miss Browne
Mr. nnd Mrs. Fred <?. Colson enter
Vocal—Tlie Rose Enslaves tlie Nightingale.
Kiins)i.v-Korsko»- tained at their State street home last
Mrs Storcr
night in honor of Mr. and- Mrs.
Vocal—Thou Art So Like a Flower—
Rubinstein Charles K. Philbrook. Ice cream
randy and cigars proved efficient
Miss Browne
Joy-bringers to such a jollification
Piano—In (liureh
Chanson Triste
us only the telephone crowd knows
Mrs. Hayden
Pue<—C Sharp Minor Prelude—Rachmaninoff how to have. The present staff was
augmented by those who were em
Mrs O’Hara and Mrs Huke
Vocal—Slumber Song.
Grelehanlnov ployed at the office during Mr. and
Mrs. Storcr
Mrs. Phllbrook's former stay there
Song Of Free Russia
Mrs. Cuslilng

The Progressive Literary Club will
meet with Mrs. Mary Littlehale on
Tuesday at 2.30 p. m. King Henry
VI. part 2. act 2, scene 1, will be
read, with Mrs. Annie ftllsby as the
*• leader.
Last Thursday evening a very nice
supper and entertainment was given
to the employes of the Rockland Na
tional Bank by Miss Adelaide Cross
and Stanley Snow at the former’s
home, in honor of Homer E. Robinson
who has recently become the bank’s
president tnd who was presented
with a copy of “Maine Beautiful”
from his fellow workers. The decor
ations were very tasty and appropri
ate. being of red and white and rel
ative to St. Valentine’s Day. The
supper was prepared and served by
Mrs. Adelaide Snow and Mrs. Justin
Cross, whp proved to he very much
experienced in this line and furnished
many delicious eatables. Following
the supper was piano music J»y
Miss Rita Calderwood and Miss
(’harlotte Cross, who were accom
panied by many melodious voices.
Next were violin solos by Miss Ad
elaide Cross, which added greatly to
•the evening’s entertainment. Auc
tion nnd other card games were also
in order and last tfut best of all were
dancing, and singing of old fashioned
tunes by Mr. .and Mrs. Justin Cross,
the liveliest and cheeriest of any
thing presented during the evening,
and which sent the party home in a
very mirthful state of mind, and with
hearts full of joy. The event will

long be remembered by them-

HAIL THE FORTY CLUB
Young Men Organize With
W. C. Bird PresidentReal Work Planned.
"The Forty Club" composed of the
city’s business and professional men
of and under the two-score year
mark, successfuly navigated thte
shoals of organization in the Thorn
dike Grill last night after being
fortified with one of mine host
O'Neil’s liest dinners, and emerged
a lusty and tuneful infant in Rock
land’s clubdom.
The election of officers brought on
some sharp and exceedingly close
contests in which good natured riv
alry was tempered with side split
ting wise-crackers. In the midst of
(lie smoke of battle (mostly Camel)
F Carl Moren aneeu’ced the of
ficers: President, William C. Bird;
vice presidents, Lloyd N. Lawrence,
Mont P. Trainer; secretary. John M.
Richardson; treasurer, Joseph W.
Robinson;
directors,
Walter
H.
Butler, George W. Snow, Thomas H.
Chisholm, Frank A. Tlrrell, Louis
Rosenbloom. Albert S. Peterson and
Charles H. Berry.
The new club will hold weekly
dinners Monday noons tjrom 12 until
■1.15 until further notice, with a pos
sibility of an
evening
meeting
monthly with a more ambitious
program. The meetings will lie held
in the Thorndike Grill and will not
he white collar affairs of all. The
new group is a lie-man organization
without any side nnd without any
pretence of being little tin Lord
Fauntleroys. but Its ideals are real
and vital—the promotion of good
fellowship among the younger men.
the striving for civic betterment and
the promotion of -the general good.
The Forty Club are not merely a so
cial group, but an organized effort
to render real community service in
their own particular way to go to the
mat man-fashion with some trouble
some things, business or otherwise,
and to make this city a better place
to live in.

NOTICE
Owing to the bad traveling the first
day of our DOLLAR SALE we

will offer the same BARGAINS

Small amounts will soon grow large enough to work if you save
them in one of our Recording Banks.

all day MONDAY, and orders sent

by mail Monday will be filled

promptly.

Come in and we will

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
ROCKLAND,

yt iy

MAINE

f

H

tell you about them

!iaararar£

FOR MY BOY
AND YOURS

GOES TO PORTLAND
Miss Verna Philbrook Pro
moted To Manager’s Of
fice, Guest of Honor.

These Banks may be obtained at Rockland or any of our Branches—

CAMDEN

VINALHAVEN

WARREN ,

Security Trust Company

. The following from the Bath
Times concerns the daughter of a
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Rockland woman, Mrs. Mabel Os
good :
Miss Verna B. Philbrook. com
RESOURCES OVER $3,700,000
mercial representative in the office of
the Bath manager of the New Eng
land Tel. & Tel. Co., was the guist
I of honor at a party Wednesday night
“SO THIS IS MARRIAGE”
: by telephone operators of the local
VIOLETS
- central office and other employe-. Big Picture Coming To the Strand
EVERY CENT TO THE BOYS
The party was In the feature of a
For
ST.
VALENTINE'S DAY
Contains Old Testament Story.
AND GIRLS
farewell lo Miss Phillirook who lias
ee
been promoted lo tiie Portland manOne of the big features of "So
The
Little
Flower
Shop
I ager’s office, assuming her new du
This is Marriage,” Ihe Strand feat
ties on Monday.
GETS FLYING START
SILSBY’S
19-20
Sixteen of Miss Phllbrook's friends ure for Monday anil Tuesday is a
PANTALOONS
Knox County Fish and Game
XX cut-back lo the court of King David
lo illustrate the relating of the ON
vs.
Ass’n. Has 100 Members an>J a general good time adjourn Testament story of Bath-Shelm’s
ment was taken to the Colonial treachery to her husliand. Uriah.
1 where an elaborate supper was This sequence is said to lie the most
—Dinner March 6.
BREECHES
served. it was there that Miss 1’liil- beautiful and breath-taking ever
The executive committee of Pp brook seemed to he especially favor- filmed, having been done in natural
VIA THE
Knox County Fish and Game Asso- pd for *>’ Action to being served the color to bring out the lavishness of
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
>'»« the background
In the last issue of your paper one ciatlon met in the Chamber of Com- sam,‘ f,,o<1 ns the others a
Seventy-five girl dancers appear
of tlie products ut\the Union Manu merce office Thursday night and of whitp sold with platinum top and
facturing Corporation was noted as added 4(1 new names to the list, mak- blue «iPI^ire setting was placed be in what is promised as the most
her plate. It was a testimonial startling dance yet seen in a picture.
pantaloons." The dictionary thus ing the impressive total of 98 mem- ■
tbe esteem in which Miss l’hll- Their bodies are covered with a sil
defines the word: "A character in bera with applications still coming
Italian comedy; also a garment worn in. It was voted to have the next hr0<* 19 held by her fellow employ ver paint, so that every movement
by him, consisting of breeches and meeting March 6 at the Elks Club ' « '» the local tele,.hone system,
is caught in the glint of the sun.
stockings, all one piece’’ (nnd pre with dinner in charge of W- H. But- ' uMl“ Philbrook s departure from< The court itself is a careful recon
sumably all at one price). "Breeches” ler. J. I. Snow and C. A. Barnard a,id th-‘ >°cal "Wee will he deeply regret- struction. according to Its descrip
her numerous friends and ac- tion in the Bible, and other histori
is defined as “a garment worn by the program under the supervision of ; te<1
have
frequent cal data on Jerusalemmen on the lower part of the. body, President E. S. Bird, M. R. Pillsbury. I <Ju;l "dances who
These rest-bringing, comfort-giv
and E. W. MacDonald.
dealings with her ,n the commeretal
more commonly called trousers.”
The story proper, which was writ ing Day Beds are essential in every
The directors voted to send a mes- «fhee where she has won a name for ten by Carey Wilson, is a shfewd home for appearance, utility and
This is really what the company is
going to manufacture, and it hasten* sage of endorsement to Itepresen- ! herself l.y her uniform tact and Commentary on the problems of downright physical comfort. They are
o make this correction, owing to the tative Dwinal on his fight for the ex- courtesy, on asset which was quirk- married life, and concerns itself to be had in handsome cretonne cov
fact that some of it» customers might tension of the Camden Fish Hatch- ! * recognized last summer by the II- with Peter and Beth Marsh, a erings of the latest designs—
want stockings, and the other part, eh- and to officially approve the brarlan of congress Herbert L. Put- charming young couple who begin
all at one price.
legislation now pending which pro- nam wfco wrote a letter of congratu their wedlock in idyll! ■ happiness.
$15.50 up
.,
r
..
, lation z,to the telephone
The company will make both short v ides
Hut live years later Beth is still
for
the segregation
of- hsh and;'
‘ .
* comimny
* ; of
.
__ r
4.
her
Iter
splendid abilities &s set forth the frivolous and extravagant girl
and long trousers. The shorts, more game
license fees and funds tc fish
commonly called ’’knickers,” will be and game propositons thus prevent under his personal observation. Miss of olii. despite the presenoe of a
made' longer than usual and more ing the use of these moneys in the Philbrook has 'worked as an opera four-years-old boy. Bobble. When
tor both in Augusta and Bath and Peter protasis, they become gradu
Mousey at the knee, in both wash contingent fund.
has been in the local commercial of- al! enstranged until he shows his
and woolen materials.
'It is interesting to note that the
TEL. 745-J
Another product mentioned was charter member list will be held open fic^Tor the last two years.
anger to such a degree that she 313-319 MAIN ST.
Mrs. Osgood plans to join her feels insulted.
short” coats. This is correct, essen until after the opening meeting.
ROCKLAND, ME.
daughter later.
tially. Tkey are short, but more
Beth seeks solace from her bache
The Association roster at present
commonly known to clothiers as includes:
lor friend, Daniel Ratikin, reader of
sport” jackets; to" the ruralist a
AWAY DOWN SOUTH books—anil women. Khe meets him
\V. H. Adams
Elmer Kaler
‘frock,” a running mate for over T AnastjHo
frequently, and even considers Ran
Roy Knowlon
alls. These coats, or whatever they Robert Adams
H. A. Kontlo
kin’s proposal that she divorce
F.
M.
Black
ington
W
C.
Ladd
In
the
Land
of
Cotton,
Char

ire called, will be made from attrac
Peter and marry him. One night
Karl Barron
G. A Lawrence
tive overpiaid' effects.
Some will .1.
W Burns
Walter Law
lie Swett Still Thinks Rock Peter watches her step from a cab
have knickers to match. So the com A J Bird
F. L Llnekin.
that had stopped in front of the
Harold Mandiall
land Has ’Em Skun.
pany will try to make what the cus Raymond Bird
door quite a little while tiefore, and
A.
R.
BacbeJder
E
W
MacDonald
tomers want, after all.
he is convinced regarding the
Alfred Benner
John McGraw
Augusta, Oa„ Feb. 9.
Union M^g. Corporation.
A. B. Butler
A. C. McLoon.
rumors he has heard of her wild es
Walter Britto
A. F McAlary
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
capades.
He denounces her and
K S Bird
H. X. McDougall
il have lead several letters from flings her to the floor. The picture
W. C. Bird
PEOPLE TO RULE
4. L Xewhert
Itoekland folks who are in Florida. gathers dramatic flavor to the last
Axel Bnmberg
A K Orae
G. Hl Blethen
; nd surely like to see them in your scene.—adv.
A. E Orff
A
P.
B
’
.
aisdell
A
L.
Orne
When Labor iControls the Harold Burgess
paper which I read regularly.
R IM. Packard
Georgia is where I am parking for
B. 4. Philbrook
Financial Machinery of the X.R. S.W Brown
Brown
,he winter, working for Robert Nutt
A. F. IVttee
A. Barnard
A. S Tibbetts
head waiter of The Samoset, Rock
Country.
E. S. Bohndell
H I. Payson
land Breakwater. There are also a
E F Berry
K. C. Rankin
great many more here from Maine.
W. H Butler
W. H. Rhodes
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
P Bicknell
Ralph Stone
Florida may be SO in the shade but
Speaking of labor in 1847 Lincoln C J Bow-ley
I»r W. M. Spear
Georgia is about 70 and very comG L. St Clair
said: “Inasmuch as most good W. O. Puminings
1 l'ortable—never too hot and never
Chisholm
■William Sanaom
things are produced by labor, it fol V.
Dr. I’. R Danton
F E. Sn jail wood
j too cold. You are in your shirt
lows that all such things belong of O E Davies
•Mayor C. F. Snow
TODAY
sleeves day times, but your coat is
W E. Spear
right to those who .produce them. R C Duff
needed after 8 p. m.
M. M. Daggett
W H. S|»ear
To secure to the laborer the whole .bimes
Doherty
4. I Snow
The birds are of many species, the
product of his labor, or as nearly as Elmer Davis
<1 F. Smith
! handsomest being/ Ihe
cardinal,
Dr. W. If Sanborn
possible, is tjie worthy object of any Galen Dow
which is bright red. There are also
K. \J Daggett
R F. Saville
good government.”
F C 1»mt
C. L. Sleeper
Baltimore Orioles, wrens, Line jays
The moonlight of the South
In his first inaugural he said; D. H. Farrand
Barney Tarv'is
and- bright colored birds of many
H. E Tlbl>rtts
"Lubor is prior to and independent F-red F'ernald
Seas, the bright lights of New York
kinds.
F. H. Tlrrell, 4r
of capital. Capital is only the fruii H C. French
and the Arctic lights of the Far
Fole.v
Philip Thomas
Most everything is green; the
of labor. Lal sir is the superior of Thomas
North.
VV. A. Glover
M. R. Pillsbury
hushes are in bud, and ihe farmers
Pearl Tibbetts
capital, and deserves much the F. P Hewett
are beginning to plant. They raise
- (' L Veazie
E 4 llelller
higher consideration.” *
MONDAY-TUESDAY
M. F Weymouth
A. 11 Jones
three different crops a yeilv And
Labor is force stored In brain and 4. T. Welch
George Wooster
as
cotton
is
the
chief
agricultural
brawn: also in machines and other L. C. .lackson
Louis A. Walker
‘‘Why don't you make more
product, they all talk cotton.
K. V White
productive agencies. Allowing that A. (' Jones
G. B
ihk
D. L. Karl
Georgia
certainly
has
a
wonderful
money? Other men do.”
the life wage of the laborer is $24.- H. L. Karl
climate, February being similar to
000, the capitalist who invests that
June in Rockland, but taken all in
amount in an industry is entitled to
FRIENDS OF MINE
all if there is really a place entitled
$600 a year. aftet taxes and other,
to the name of God's country, it is a
Good' morning, Brother Sunshine,
Misses Addie Snow and Maude expenses are deducted
(hhmI morning. Sister Song.
spot in Maine, called Rockland.
When the capitalist gets more for
Hall are visiting relatives in Boston
I beg your humble pardon
Charles S. Swett.
stored labor than the .farmer and
If you’ve waited very long,
Partridge Inn.
I thought I heard you rapping
The next noonday luncheon of laborer receive for their work then
To shut you out were sin,
IThe southerners certainly play tlie
the Forty Club is scheduled for Mon there is a profit and the people are
'My heart is standing open,
publicity game, and the letter head
day. Feh. 23, front 12 to 1.15 at the exploited. Lincoln’s labor program
Won’t you
of Partridge inn is a sample. It
walk
Thorndike Grill.
would abolish the profit system, and
right
sets forth, umong other things that:
“secure to the laborer the whole
hi? \
Augusta has the most healthful win
Mothers who bring babies to the product of his labor.” As ‘‘labor is
ter climate, in the south; no mos
Good morning, Brother Gladness,
big baby show of Community* Fair superior to capital” it means that
Good morning. Sister Smile,
quitos; no malaria; noted for its
the afternoon of Feb. 25, will be spe- the laborers should have a control
P
They told me you were coming
sunshine, dry und bracing air and
c'« 1 guests of the management. No- ling voice in the management of the
So I waited on a white
discriminating clientile.—Ed.]
jilication given
Mrs. J. H. Flan
I’m lonesome here without you,
industries,
A weary while it’s been,
agan will bring an exhibitor’s rib
Not long ago the Outlook, one of
My heart is otandtng open,
bon to any prospective exhibitor and the most popular and influential Re
A COUNTER SUIT
Won’t you
will allow the committee to make ad publican journals in the country, in
walk
right
equate plans for the comfort of an editorial claimed that the labor
In?
Charles A. Mitchell Sues Dr.
mothers and youngsters. The hand ers should control the industries.
some j rizes for the show are on ex
Lincoln was a Democrat from the
Good morning. Brother Kindness,
W. Harrison Sanborn For
'Good rooming, Sister Cheer,
hibition today in the W. O. . Hewett crown of his head to the soles of his
I
heard
you^weve
out
calling,
Co. window*.
Additional contribu shoes. “A government of. by and for
Alienation.
So I waitul for you liere.
tions have been made by the Rock the people” is democracy all along
Some way. 1 keep forgetting
I
hate
to
toil
or
spin
land Savings Bank and Harry D. the line, political, finaheial and In
Counter action in tlie Mitchell
When >(.u are ny companions—
Pratt, ea< h a iuand new* silver dol dustrial. To carry out Lincoln’s
alienation case was brought Thurs
Won't you
lar.
labor ideas successfully, the change
walk
day, whei\Charles A. Mitchell became
right
should be made gradually, step by
plaintiff in a suit for $10,000 against
in
?
MY VALENTINE
step. The first step, I think, should
Dr. W. Harrison tSanborn, charging
—James W Foley
be in the direction of financial de
Hie latter with having alienated the
[For The Courier-Gazette] '
mocracy.
______________
affections of his wife, Mrs. Jessie
Last night I dreamed I saw her
When the people shall get control
A chance lo buy things that are Mitchell. This case is also return.<troPing along by the sea,
of the financial machine, then Wall different! Watch for the Alumnae able at the April term of Supreme
Her smile was all bewitching,
'Twas only meant for me;
street will lose its grip, and event Booth a't the Community Fair.
Court.
By moonlight her hair was golden,
ually the people will rule, and in
20&22
As the matter now stands there are
’Her eyes a beautiful blue,
dustrial and commercial democracy
—,------------------I three cases pending:
I.iki stars they wemed to twinkle—
I'm sure she’d always be true.
will lie established.
Found—the Blast Wind and Dragon, A suit for divorce brought by
Lincoln believed in international af the tlniversaiist vestry, Feb. 17 Charles A. Mitchell against Jessie
Only a wonderful dream girl!
cooperation of lalKirers, and uiid;
But dewn by the sea tonight
-adv.
Mltchefi.
I'm going to wait her coming
______________ A suit for alienation of affections
“The strongest bond of human sym
In the moonbeams' golden light;
pathy, outside of the family relation.
Every ieaue of The Courier-Ga.- brought by Mrs. Jessie Mitchell
I mean to whisper her softly,,
should be one uniting
all working zette l» a salesman, visiting three
agaiust Miss I.uda Richards.t
Take her Httle hand in mine.
And nak if always site'll be
people of allnations and tongues and times a week the homes of thia vlA spit for alienation In-ought by
My very own valentine.
kindreds”
C. A. Miller.
Liiilty and soliciting businesa for lta Mr. Mlfcheil against Dr. W. Harrison
Nan key Lee.
Cu ' ~

Have ycu bought your SEASON
TICKET Yet to COMMUNITY
FAIR? If Not—Do It NOW—TO
DAY ! It iz an undodgable duty
to the youth cf thia city to give
them a properly equipped school
and to complete the Athletic Field.

REAL
HOME COMFORT
Day Bed Route

- STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

“THE SHOOTING of
DAN McGREW”

W I

Union Me.

advertlaara.

Sanborn.

UNION

IN THE REALM OF MUSIC

FRENCH SPOLIATION

Lodge Bill For Payment of
Claims of Vessels Seized
By French.
A number of Knox county persons
are interested to know that on the
new legislative program, drafted by
the Republican steering committee to
* clear the Senate’s legislative slate so
a prompt adjournment can take place
; M irch 4..appears the Lodge bill pro
viding fir the payment of French
spoliation claims. The late Senator
1 Lodge brought a similar bill before
previous sessions of Congres when
| no action was taken on the bill in
which a number of Maine and New
England people were interested, for
J it was the vessels of their ancestors
1 that were seized by French warships.
3 their cargoes confiscated and the ves; sels destroyed. This happened be
tween 1793 and 1800.
*
King Louis XVI., Who acted in a
friendly manner towards the AmeriL can colonies during the Revolutionary
war. was dethroned in 1789 when the
i French revolution broke out. Louis
was executed in 1793 War started
between France and Great Britain.
The French government called on the
t United St tes to take p-art in this
f conflict, but as the United States was
in a weak condition at that time, our
* government decided to remain neur tral. with the result American ves/ sels became the prey of not only
France, but also Spain, France’s ally,
as well as Great Britain. At the c in
clusion of the war Great Britain and
Spain settled with the United States
for what damage had been done to our
• vessels by their forces, but France
/ refused to pay any reparation.
The Senate of the United States in
• 1891 ratified a treaty renouncing all
i claims against France; and B ma
il parte, flreU consul, in the name of the
French people, ratified a treaty re
nouncing all claims agiins’t the
United States. The French claims
against the United States were con
sidered a national obligation for this
country to support Franca in its war
against Great Britain.
Congress then t ok the obligation
upon itself to pay the damages done
to American vessels by the war ves
sels of France.
It was claimed the French destroyed
over 3009 of our vessels. These ves
sels were all small ones. One was
the sloop Townsend, Daniel Campbel’
master, which sailed on a commercial
voyage Aug. 28. 1798. from Boothbay.
’ which was a part of Massachusetts
, at that time, bound for the English
island of Antigua. In October. 1798.
the French privateer Le Pelietier
seized the Townsend on th« high
seas, carried her to the Island of
Guadeloupe. Campbell was thrown
into prison with the loss of all his
‘ sea clothes, books and papers. The
» Townsend was condemned by the Trii, bunal of Commerce, and the cargo
and vessel became a total loss to the
owners.
A number of years ago Congress
passed an appropriation to pay part
of these claims. Dating from 1915
there remains unappropriated for
French spoliation claims. $3,198,858.
This amount can be divided up as
’ollows:
Individual sufferers from
oss of vessels and cargoes, ll.291.4S9;
nsurance comlpanies that insured
hese vessels, $1,907,373.
If the policy of Congress in the
»ast is followed out by the present
Congress, which excluded from ap
propriation all awards in favor of the
nsurance companies, the appropria
tion to be asked for at this session of
he 68th Congress to clean up these
.-ong-standing
French
spoliation
claims will be $1,291,470.
The United States Court of Claims
n 1915 placed the aggregate amount
I found for claimants at $J.149,306.
This amount includes insurance com
pany claimants. Thomas Pickering,
secretary of state, in a report dated
Ian. 18, 1799, placed the damages at
$20,000,000.
'There are quite a numhar of heirs
In Maine to the French spoliation
'claims. It was the desire of the late
Senator Lodge to have all these
claim«3 settled before he left Con
gress. There are senators who con
sider it doubtful that these remaining
claims will be settled by the preent Congress.

“Cascarets" 10c
if Dizzy, Bilious,
Constipated

f

EAST UNION

Every-Othcr-Day
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What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.

To clean your
bowels without
cramping or
overacting, take
“Cascarets.”
Sick head
ache. dizziness,
biliousness. gases, in
digestion, sour,
upset stomach
nnd all such distress gone by morn
ing. Nicest laxative and cathartic on
earth for grown-ups and children.
10c. 25c and 50c boxes—any drug
store.

HICHBORN'S SAY

Denying Prisoners Compen
sation Like Taking Milk
From Baby.

The sale of seats for the perform
ances of the San Carlo Grand Opera
Co., at the Jefferson Theatre. Thurs
day Friday and Saturday of next
week opened Monday. Many of the
seats have been purchased by pat
rons sending in mail orders and
many good seals are still available
for all the performances. Judging
by the demand, there will be numer
ous theatre parties, as well as club
and student gatherings for requests
for seats in blocks have been numer
ous. and named of representative
social and civic leaders are included
m the long list of patrons and sup
porters of the opera. Fortune Gallo
is sending his brilliant cast of artists
which appeared at the New York Jol
yon Theatre in September, when the
season was opened with a four w eeks
engagement, the company playing to
capacity houses. Two-week engage
ments in the Boston Opera House
and in the Metropolitan opera
House Philadelphia followed, after
which the company started out on its
annual road tour, winning new lau
rel.*. from press’ and public wherever
it has appeared. It is a company of
notable artists.
The repertoire to
be presented at Portland is as fol
lows: Thursday night, “La Tosca;”
Friday night. ‘“Fuust;” Saturday
natinee. “Carmen" and Saturday
night. “La Traviata.” Rockland and
vicinity will be represented in the
audience, as it was last year.
• • • •
A son has l»een born recently to
Dr. and Mrs. F. Penzhuld at their
home in Munich. Germany.
Mrs.
Penzold is known to American mu
sic lovers as Sigrid Onegin, contral
j
to of the Metropolitan.
• • • •
Allan Ramsay, who conducted a vo
cal class in Rockland two winters ago
sends me the program of the vesper,
servlce given in the First Parish
Church. Brunswick, Feb. 1. The
musical part of the program was
supplied by the double quartet from
the church choir, with solos sung by
Mr. Ramsay, tenor, and Miss Edythe
A. Sadler, soprano; Prof. Wa«s of
Bowdoln College at the organ.

“The destruction of the Maine
State Pris-.n at, Thomaston by fire
on September 15. 1923. was an act of
ibsolute justice.’’
“Any state legislator who would
’ ote against the compensation bill
for prisoners in the State prison is
i person who would take milk away
from a baby."
These t? .» statements were made
by Charles S. Hichborn of Augusta,
member of tiie board of prison com
missioners. in his vigorous address
on prison reform before the weeklj
luncheon meeting of the Portland
Llor.s Club.
Mr. Hichlwjrn also highly com
mended former Gov. Baxter, and de
clared that his prompt action after
the tire had destroyed an outrage,
and his activities relative to the con ,
strue tion of a new prison, entitled
him to memory for his humanitarian
efforts.
I
“Today," said Mr. Hichborn. “the
miserable workshops of your former
• • • •
State Prison, dark, dreary and hor
Mr Claffy has sent me this inter
rible. are gone. The four by six esting note:. “I am pleased to hear
foot cells with no light or air except that Gounod’s Redemption will be
that which entered by the narrow sung under Mrs. Browne’s direction
grate in the door, are gone.
at the First Baptist church, of
"These were wet in summer, and which her husband is the able pas
there men lived and froze even in tor. The music loving public of
hot weather. The dog holes three Rockland are fortunate in having
and one-half by five feet, high this splendid work of Gounod’s giv
enough to hang a man by his wrists, en here and Mrs. Browne and her
and many a man has been hung in chorus choir associates have my sin
those holes, with two thick doors, cere wishes for the success of this
and no light or air. are also gone.
noble work, which I believe to be one
“Modern buildings have replaced the finest of Gounod’s efforts."
everything, and there is plenty of
• • • •
light and air. places where it is a
Mr. Claffy has organized a com
delight to work, and a place to wor munity orchestra for the purpose of
ship God.
studying and presenting the better
“The fire cleaned out everything class of music. Already rehearsals
but the system, and any system, as have begun. I know Mr. Claffy is a
known in prisons, was the worst of lover of the world’s greatest music,
all.
Today we have united the and very earnest in his desire that
tongues of those men and told them the young people of today become
that they could talk. We have re
familiar with such music.
move'! the long lines of guards from
• « • •
the dining rooms and allowed the
Those who missed “He Who Gets
men to talk there, giving them the Slapped’’ shown at the Strand Thea
chance to eat like men. The same tre lost out on one of the finest films
rules of conduct prevail in chapel as that Rockland has seen. It is said
in other churches. The cells are six
to be the outstanding movie of more
by eight feet, steel, and modern. than a year, and seeing it is to be
There is a line hospital with eight
lieve this statement. To me I-on
beds in place of the dingy, dirty
rooms, called a hospital before.
"We give every man a square deal,
LITTLE DEER ISLE
and we expect the same from him.
You can’t save men by making them
slaves. It should he salvation in
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Billings left
stead of punishment. We are try here Monday for New London where
ing to teach them citizenship and he has employment on a yacht.
they are responding splendidly. But
Several of the men from this place
this is nothing compared to the lit who went to New Jersey to work on
tle wage paid them- If they didn't the ice tame home Monday.
earn it, they didn’t get it. The real
Mrs. Etta Eaton went to a Rockland
question today is the making of men. hospital Sunday for medical treat
and the saving of soulsment. Mrs. Charles.Eaton went with
“We have paid the men 30 cents a her.
day. Of that*15 cents went to their
Capt. Walter Hutchinson came
wives, children, or other dependents, home from Greenwich. R. I., Monday
five cents was allowed them to spend where he has been for the past five
as they pleased, and 10 cents was weeks.
Mrs. I.ettie Eaton left here Monday
placed to their credit, to be turned
for Rockland where she will be the
over to them on their discharge.”
out of every 400 men turned away guest of relatives and friends for a
from prison in this country. Mr. few days.
Hichborn said. 375 are recommitted.
It is lime Maine joined the proces
sion which has been going on for 10
years. The State Prison is strug
gling to do something for the most
complex problem of modern life.
“The present compensation bill, if
passed," he said, “will put Maine in
the class w’ith 40 other states, prac
tically all of the states except the
Member
southern ring*.’’
Consolidated Stock Exchange

The Ladies of the Farm Bureau
will meet In the Grange hall Thurs
day. Mias Herrick will be present
and the subject will be of unusual
interest.
Picnic dinner will
be
served.
Lawrence Morton has recently in
stalled a radio in his home.
Herbert Oracle was a guest of bis
sister, Mrs. Allen Young last Sunday.
James Dornan installed the officers
of White Oak Grange. North War
ren Feb. 6.
Louis Robinson is recovering from
his recent illness.
Julian Snow of South Thomaston
was a visitor at the home of C. M.
Payson recently.
Miss" Bessie Mitchell and friend of
Camden were weekend guests of Mrs. .
W. George Pays -n.
Payson & Robbins are unloading a
car of grain at Union.

of Mew York
STOCKS and BONDS
AS A PREVENTATIVE OF
GRIPPE

Publishers of the

WEEKLY FIZJAMCIAL DIGEST

Keep the bowels open and take

BROWN'S RELIEF
on rising and retiring.

which is sent free Io
investors upon request

10 STATE STREET

NORWAY MEDICINE CO.

YOURE ACCUSEOOF8GlNq'

VRUNK AND DISORDERLY/

15H A UE,

YERHONNER.

WHY YOU RE DRUNK

Who Do Their Own Investing
T is not too much to say that public utility investments, as a
class, offer better and safer opportunity to the average indi
vidual investor, than any other general class of securities.
The reasons are plain.
Take a familiar home example, the 7L Preferred Stock of Central
Maine Power Company that sells for $107.50 and yields 6^% net. Com
pare it with 46 of the leading industrial preferred stocks in the country; the
recent average price is $108 to yield 6.48. Or take the 12 leading railway
preferred stocks; the recent average price is $120 to yield 5.8.
In each case the average price is more and the average yield is less than
the 7' < Preferred Stock of Central Ma inc Power Company.

I have never heard Mr. O’Hara
play better than he did in accom
panying this picture. He must have
felt the story keenly to have been
so attuned to it. What music could
have been more fitting than parts of
"11 Pagliacci,” which Mr. O’Hara
used as a theme, especially the
“Vesta la Giubba" which so truly
expressed “He’s" tragedy ! The lit - •
tie fantastic tune used when the
clown act was on. the cuckoo bit,
and the dainty air (“In Love,” by
Friend) used in the love scenes, were
all beautifully and sympathetically
done, and gave much joy to the au(lienee. The “11 Pagliacci" theme
running through it all made the big
appeal to me.

So the question generally narrows down to the point, “What is the
safest security for me to buy?”
Here again statistics prove that utility in
vestments are singularly safe.
The risk of receivership, according to
fairly recent figures of a financial statistician,
per Sioo of all securities outstanding in vari
ous classes are:

• • * »
Many church singers ;ne familiar

with the works of E. W. Hanscom.
especially anthems, and will regret
to learn of his death in Jersey City.
The funeral services were hold in
Auburn, near his home town, Dur
ham. where he was born 76 years
ago. After studying with prominent
teachers in this country he studied
in London and Vienna. For 25 years
he was organist of the Elm Street
Universallst Church in Auburn, and
for 16 years at the High Street Con
gregational Church, which position
he resigned when his health began to
fail him. He was widely known as
a composer, pianist, organist and
teacher.
• • • •

Industrials $2.7
Public Utilities $0.37
Railroads $1.84 National Banks $0.32
That is, there is not one-fifth the risk to
the average public utility investment
that
theie is to the average industrial—there is
hardly more risk to public utility investments
than to national hank' investments.

Good public utility preferred stocks will
not long lie selling at the low prices they are
today—their prices have not kept in line
with the advancement of their investment
<iualif.es.

The entertainment committee in a
small Swiss village were looking for
some one to play the pi .no at their
annual New Year’s Ball. They were
not having n^uch luck and were con
sequently delighted to receive the
following communication: "There is
a man named Paderewski who plays
the piano, but is out of work. He ■
would liRp the job this winter. He
lives at Marges, near I^usanne.” (
The committee at once wrote to Pad- i
erewski and qffcred him three dollars
for the night. The famous pianist
replied in a manner both (harming
and courteous, expressing his re
gret at being unable to accept-

f

w

If you are looking for an investment that
offers a high degree of safety, an attractive
yield, a chance of appreciation in price, cer
tainty of regularly paid dividends combined
with tax exemption and an opportunity to put
your money to work to build Maine, send in
the coupon.
An illustrated booklet that tells more about
the Company and its security will be
mailed to you. You will he under
no obligations whatever.

Central Maine
Power Company
Augusta, Maine
Please send me more in
formation about your com
pany and its securities. I un
derstand that this places me un
der no obligations whatever.

Name

Address

Augusta, Maine

C-G-2-H-23 Address

EAST APPLETON
The Rebekah installation was a
success in spite of weather and trav ing in Rockland and Camden reeling. Not quite as many present as
sometimes but a substantial c« m- C‘Kc’rt Gushee has teams employed
pany and a fine banquet.
hauling fire wood to Union.
,
Frank Carkin received a telegram
telling him of the death of his broth
ROCKVILLE
er John Carkin last week.
Mr- and Mrs. Robert Gushee en
tertained as guests Lust w«k Mr. i The Rockland Coal Co. finished
and Mrs. Roy Taylor ami two child ! harvesting their ice Tuesday.
J. M. Kirkpatrick who has worked
ren of Union.
Callers at George Ames’ th • past I on the ice for the Rockland Coal Co.
few days hate been: Mis. Grace 21 straight winters thinks he knows
Brown and Mrs. Eiizaiie’li Xewbert; what cold weather is. lie has worked
of Appleton Mrs. E. S. Ufford. Mrs. i all told 33 winters at ice rutting on
Berlha Simmons, Mr. aral Mrs. James Chiekawaukie Lake and calls JauuSykce | ary f*1® coldest and most disagreeable
Griffin of Union. Rev. W.
| month he ever worked.
and others.
The weather man is giving us some
Wedding bells we:-, heard this
week when two of our most popular freak weather this month. Dense fug
young people. Miss Winifred John —so thick at times one can't see
son and Howard Proctor, were mar highlands or hills and much as ever
the outlines of buildings. The low
ried.
Weather
permit' ing
th.
Boy lands are.overflowed as bad as in the
Scouts will serve a baked lx in sup-' spring and roads full of water and
slush. Snow is fast disappearing
per Saturday night.
Mrs. Leslie Hall has ron-ive I news The ground hog's nest must be full
of the illnes-s of her mother. Mrs. of water.
Robert met with shipwreck last
-Minnie Wentworth in Portland She
gets word nearly every day telling Saturday with his snowmobile iretween Camden and West Rockport
of her condition which is critical.
due to bad roads. One of his neigh
George Ames lost a nice cow this
bors helped him with his mail to
week.
Rockland. A snowmobile can plow
Those who cumplaineil of cold
through any amount of snow but
weather and snow drifts are happy thankymarms are a different prob
now, ofx^ourse, witli warm weather lem. and there arc some awful ones
and rivers of water in the roads.
on the roads now . His machine was
Everybody here saw the eclipse of soon repaired and he has been in It
the moon, and thought it almost as every day since and on good time.
awe inspiring as the eclipse of the Robert is the most accommodating,
sun.
eflieient and faithful mall carrier we
Miss Daisy Gushee has
“n visit- have ever had.
.
i
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MEMORIAL STAMPS

THE APPLE MARKET
Baldwin* Steady, Ben Davie ..and
Starks Soiling Some Better.

Receipts are a little heavier this
week, and prices on medium grades
have been a trifle easier Real line
No. 1 Baldwins hold steady, but very
lew of this quality coming.

Some
Baldwins showing scald have to be
sold lower. Ben Davis and Starks
selling some better Potato receipts
much heavier and best quality sell
|n(. $,.40 to 11.50, with some showing
frost as low as 31, Io {1.10. When
possible, would advise putting ull po
tatoes In 100 pound bags.
Barrets
Baldwins. \o 1 ..
Baldwins

VnclaM'd

Odd Varr’.r. .. .
Totinan Sweets ....
Greenings . a . ...
Spy« ............................
Starks .......................

Ben Davis ..............

Potatoes, too lbs. ..
Turnips 100 lbs. ...

Boxes

4 it to ."> 30 1 25 to ? fa>
2 15 to 4 50
•a in 4 50
2 51 to 4 on
2 .-|' tn 4 50
2 50 to 5 00
2 50 to 3 50
2 00 to 3 25
1 00 to 1 50
1 13 to 1 50

;,5 to 1 25

ic :

Kingman & Hearty
Inc.
“The House Built on the Apple.'',

TOUT PERSONS
incline to full feeling after eat
ing. gassy peine, constipation
ReliceeJ aaJ Jigntica hagnatj

CHAMBERLAIN’S
TABLETS

Cleaneiog awl comfertiag ■ only 2Sa

THE MICK COPS
POT OUT THE PIPE,

HOSHlR, I Ain't
ALLIRIRNT SA7 the ifltSH
DRUNK—KIM 7ALKVC0NSTA&ULARY EXTl KqiMSBElT
rHE CONFLAGRATIONS
allright
THAStt
EASY

'in

Especially is this true of the 7% Preferred
Stock of Central Maine Power Company. It
has paid dividends regularly from earnings
for the past 18 years—73 consecutive divi
dends.

Central Maine Power Co.

WELL IF YOU CAKTAVK

L

, THIS NUMUTE. YOU CAMT
EV'EM JAVK PIAINL-Y

tWASHNT DRUN^v.

To Those

Chaney is the greatest character
actor in the shadow world today.
Only one other picture has so deep
ly affected me as this one did. that
being “If Winter Comes.” Mr. Chan
ey’s plcturization of “He” was won
derful In its subtle shadings, its
pathos, and its finish. 1 never be
fore realized how expressive are the
eyes—recalling the incident where
“He’’ is before the academy of sci
entists, to listen to the reading of
his treatise by the baron who has
supposedly befriended him and proniised through his wealth and influence
to make him famous—the eyes at
first expressing the confidence and
faith in the baron, and then as he
listens to the reading, the gradual
changing as he begins to realize the
perfidy of hip supposed friend and
benefactor: the faith and confidence
Changing to bewilderment, unbelief,
horror, distraction, until they be
came the eyes of a veritable mad
man. And through the entire pic- ,
ture, after he has become the clown ,
known as "He.” he made his part ro •
realistic that his grotesque makeup
in no way served to covbr the heart- i
break and suffering that were his I
daily portion in life. A tragic pic
ture, indeed, but a wonderful one• • • *

Another Issue Nearly Re^dy
—Marks Centenary of
Norwegian
Immigrants’
Arrival.
One huntb-ed years ago, dating
from Oct. 9 next, the first shipload
of Norwegian immigrants arrived in
the International Philatel Exposiatloneu. The event is to ue celebrat
ed In the postal nistory of tiie Unit
ed Mates by issuing two commem
orative stamps which the Postmaster
General announces will probably be
available tor postage on April 1 and
they will continue in use through
the balance of tiie year.
The designs for the stamps have
.iiist been approved by the postal au
thorities. They will be printed in
two colors and will be about the size
of the current airmail stamps. The
values will be two and five cents.
The former will be red and black in
color, having for tiie chief design a
picture of the Norse sloop with the
words ''Norse-American" and "Cen
tennial." The five-rent stamps will
have the same general design, but
the borders will show the Norwegian
flag on tiie it,ft and tiie American flag
on the right Its color will be blue
and black.
The United States Post Ofllce De
partment is contributing a generous
number of commemorative stamps
for tiie collector. Izist year marked
the appearance of the Harding Me
morial stamp and the HuguenotWalloon ter-contenary issue. In 192#
the Pilgrim centenary stamps were
Issued and prior to (bat were the
Panama-Pacific, Hudson-Pulton, Al
aska-Yukon and a few others, all be
ing successors of the first commem
orative issue in this country, the Columbns issue ill honor of the fourhundredth anniversary of the discov
er!' of America, which appeared in
1x93, one year late owing to delays in
preparing the issue.
Many of the leading collectors have
Just received from France the list
of classes with plan of awards for
the International Philatelic Exposi
tion, which will be held in Paris
from April 31) to May 10 at the Pavlllen de Marson on the Rue lie VIvoli. The President of the French
Republic, M. Gaston Doumergue, is
an enthusiastic stamp collector and
he has consented to act as patron of
the exhibition. The list^is a large
one and apparently covers every de
partment in philately from stamps
to monographs, albums, post cards
and publications. There are 29
classes and there are many sub-divlsionB in each case. Winners will
receive gold and slver medals and

in addition there will be a Grand
Exposition prize.
American collectors who save their
United States stamps will compete in
the fourth division of Class 3. where
separate divisions have been provid
ed for Ihe early postmaster stamps,
the general national issues and Con
federate States. Other sections in
clude the Central and South Ameri
can countries. The stamps from k
Canada and the provinces will have
a special division of their own in
the class devoted to the British col
onies.

John’s
Medicine
for

colds
and

Makes Strength
OVER 69 YEARS OF SUCCESS

THE LORRAINE
2S5 Tremont Street, Boston

Next to Shubert Theatre—within three
minutes' walk of the theatres
THE PLACE TO DINE
WHEN IN BOSTON

DANCING AND CABARET
UNTIL 12:30
CHICKEN DINNER, $1.23

OPEN SUNDAYS

L E. BOVA,
Formerly of the famous Cafe Beva

